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Increase Takes Effect Nov. 1

Postal Service Ups
Stamps To 20 Cents
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Service today increased
the price of a first-class stamp
from 18 cents to 20 cents, effective
Nov. 1.
The Postal Service said it has
lost almost $126 million in the five
months since the rate went up
from 15 cents.
Without the increase, "the
Postal Service would have incurred continuing and dangerously
high operating losses for at least
another year," Robert L. Hardesty, chairman of the Postal Service
Board,said.
Hardesty said that without the
rate increase, the Postal Service
would have been forced to borrow
money to continue operation.
"This course would have been
fiscally irresponsible and
inconsistent with the legal mandate that the Postal Service be
managed efficiently and
economically," he said.
He added, "The Postal Service
cannot continue to deliver your
mail at 1978 prices."
The Postal Service also raised
other mail rates today. The
charge for mailing a post card
was increased from the present 12
cents to 13 cents as of Nov. 1.
The bulk rate for regular third
class mail, now 33 cents per
pound, goes to 45 cents on Nov. 1,
and at the same time the nonprofit bulk rate will increase from
the present 15.3 cents per pound to
15.8 cents per pound.
Today's rate hikes represent an
unprecedented unilateral action

by the Postal Service, which in the
past has raised rates only after
obtaining approval from the
separate Postal Rate
Commission.
But the Postal Service can raise
rates without that approval. Three
times already this year, the Postal
Rate Commission rejected formal
requests for increasing the first
class rate to 20 cents.
The Postal Service board met
for three hours Tuesday to again
consider raising rates, but Assistant Postmaster General Walter
Duka said afterward that no decision would be announced until
today.
Boosting the price of stamps
without seeking the commission's
permission will almost certainly
be challenged in court.
The Postal Service had another
option — trying once again with
the Rate Commission. That would
have left rates as they are now until next summer, but the eventual
hike could make stamps cost as
much as 22 cents.
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader sent letters to members of
the postal service board asking
them to "put a stop to the incessant price hikes which are placing
unjust economic barriers in front
of all citizens who need to clommunicate through the postal
system."
Nader told the board members
that approving the 20-cent stamp
would signal that "the current
regulatory system is a sham."
Postmaster General William F.

Bolger has said reptdiedly that
the Postal Service needs more
revenue than it is getting with the
18-cent stamp. The service is losing money at an annual rate of at
least $500 million a year and has
suspended most of its building
plans, he said.
But the Postal Rate Commission
said only this month that the
public already pays "fair and
equitable rates" under the current
18-cent charge.
Stamp rates have already gone
up once this year, the March 22 increase from 15 to 18 cents.
Since the rate commission was
established in 1971, the Postal Service has never raised rates
without getting its approval.
However, the 1971 law says the
nine-member board can "modify"
rates approved by the commission
if it votes unanimously that current rates do not bring in enough
money.
Starting a new case at the
Postal Rate Commission would
avoid the legal uncertainties of
this unprecedented step. But going through channels would take
time during which no new revenue
would be igming in. And there's
no guarai15e the Postal ServIce
would get what it wants when the
commission decides a new case.
Matthew Perlman, a lawyer for
a trade association that tries to
hold down first-class mail rates,
said any unilateral increase
should apply also to second-, thirdlass mail.
and fourth-,

Old Freight Depot Dedication
Scheduled;Play To Continue
The dedication of The Old
Freight Depot in the MurrayCalloway County Park as the
home of the Community Theatre
is scheduled for Thursday night.
The night's festivities will begin
at 7 p.m. with continuous entertainment and tours of the depot.
The dedication will follow at 8
p.m., and the theatre's presentation of "The Fantasticks" will
begin at 8:30 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend the
tours and dedication ceremony.
However,the play is sold out.
The dedication ceremony will
begin with a welcoming address
by Bill Phillips, president of the
theatre's board of directors. This
will be followed by the invocation,
which will be given by Max Hurt,
a Murray community leader.
The guest speaker will be Nash
Cox, director of the Kentucky Arts
Council. She will be introduced by
Libby Hart, a member of the
theatre's original organizers.
Following the guest speaker,
Col. Phillip Hooper, vice president
of the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad, Nashville, will unveil a
bronze commemorative plaque. The
plaque was designed and
prepared by the advanced
sculpture students in Murray
State University's Sculpture
Foundry.
Richard Valentine, director of
Community Theatre, will be the
master of ceremonies for the
evening's events. Members of the
theatre's Young Actors Guild and
Children's Company will conduct
the tours and serve as ushers.
The depot, built in 1906, originally served the railroad going from
Paducah to Paris, Tenn., and
Alabama (the P.T.A. Line).
When the P.T.A. had financial
difficulties, the depot was bought
with L & N money but turned over
to the Nashville, Chattanooga and
St. Louis Railroad. In 1957, the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
took over the operation.
The building was purchased in
1978 for $1 by the MurrayCalloway County Park Board.
Through the efforts of the park
board, city and county government officials, interested citizens
of the area and the Community
Theatre board, the building was
cut into three sections and moved
from Railroad Avenue in 1979.
The depot now is located in the
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KENTUCKY'S OUTLOOK — Newly-elected state, county and city officials and chamber of commerce
leaders participated in a governmental familiarization conference Tuesday at Murray State University.
Secretary of Finance George Atkins (right), Leislative Research Commission Director Vic Hellard (left) and
Andrew (Skipper) Martin, state commissioner of community and regional development, discussed "The
Outlook from Frankfort" in one of the scheduled sessions. Atkins commented about the effects of federal cuts
to the state and about state cuts to city and county governments.

Reagan Officials Optimistic
About Economic Changes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government sets a new
fiscal course at midnight tonight
and nearly 100 million American
workers will see the first effects of
it in their next paycheck.
But just as the increase in takehome pay won't look like a lot at
first, the broad economic changes
that President Reagan hopes to
bring about with his program are
not likely to show up for at least a
year.
The administration remains optimistic and determined in the
face of doubters who say Reagan's
program simply won't work and
critics who go further and insist it
will mean only pain and hardship.
Incorporating the largest income tax cuts in history and
unprecedented reductions in nondefense spending, the Reagan program sets a new and uncharted
course based on the concept that
Americans will fare better if
government plays a smaller role
in their lives and business is given
incentives to rebuild the nation's
industrial might.
"It's not something that will
transform or is intended to
transform the nature of the
economy in the next 24 hours,"
said David R. Gergen, the president's chief spokesman. "It's laying the foundation for gradual progress more than anything else."
In an interview Tuesday,
Gergen said administration
economists predict things will
begin to get better by the end of
the year or the beginning of next
year as interest rates decline.
That will be followed by a new
round of budget cut proposals and,
if the Reagan program works, a
decline in unemployment figures.

Outreach Project
Receives
Federal Funding

PLAY CONTINUES — Terrie Liles and B. J. McMichael play two
young lovers in the Community Theatre's production of "The Fantasticks." James Hart (center) portrays a wall built by their fathers
to keep the two lovers from seeing each other. The musical will be
presented.at 8 p.m. Thursday through Sunday at the Old Freight
Depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. Thursday's show is sold
out, but tickets are still available for the other three shows. For
tickets and other information, call the Community Theatre
Ticketline at 759-1752.
(Photo by Phillip Key)
park and has bech reno‘,,led to
serve the theatre and patrons of
the park.
Since June 1980, "the Old
Freight Depot" has been the scene
of 20 major nrodurtions and

nuppet shows, actint,
workshops, dance and make-up
classes, meetings, picnics and
productions by other performing
groups presenting plays and concerts.
lumerous

The Chapel Hill Training
Outreach Project has received
federal funding from the Office of
Special Education and Rehabilitation Services to collaborate with
Kentucky Department of Education to provide training to public
school and other personnel serving young handicapped children
and their families, according to
Jim Greer, assistant superintendent of Calloway County Schools.
One day of each onsight visit
will be devoted to training sessions for community personnel
from comprehensive care programs, headstart, developmental
day care agencies, and special
education programs which service young children with handicaps.
The first workshop will be offered Tuesday,Oct. 6, at Calloway
County Middle • School, -College
Farm Road, from 8:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. The topic will be "Behavior
Management." Special attention
will be to learning disabled and
other handicapped children,
Greer said.

The most widely felt instant effect of the personal tax-cut portion
of the administration's economic
package will be an increase of $3
to $7 in a typical wage-earner's
weekly take-home pay beginning
with the next paycheck. The exact
amount depends on how much a
worker makes and how many exemptions are claimed.
The slight drop in tax
withholding is the first installment
of the administration's threestage plan that cuts individual income taxes 5 percent beginning
Thursday and 10 percent in each
of the next two years.
At first, it will only amount to a
little extra pocket money for most
Americans and perhaps help them
make up some of the buying power
they already have lost to inflation.
But the president hopes they won't
just go out and spend it. That
would be inflationary.
He would prefer that they take
advantage of another program
that goes into effect Thursday —
interest-free savings. What makes
the so-called all-savers certificates attractive, particularly
to those who pay 30 percent or
more of their income in taxes, is
that the interest on them — up to
$1,000 per taxpayer — is tax exempt. The rate of interest paid on
the certificates will be tied to what

Art workshops for children in
grades 1-6 will be offered at the
Calloway County Public Library
Art Annex beginning Oct.6.
The classes, sponsored jointly
by the library and Murray State
University, will provide area
children with opportunities to
paint, to draw, to weave and to
learn other art processes. Staffed
by MSU 'junior and senior art majors, the programs will be conducted through Nov. 13 on a weekly Monday and Friday schedule
from 3:30 p.m. to 5.
The workshops will feature
small group instruction where

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
proposed nursing home reform
bill would "require higher standards" and would "assure that
senior citizens are provided for as
adequately as possible," according to Gov. John Brown.
Brown's positive reference to
the bill was his first public
statement on the matter. He said
he has discussed it with Human
Resources Secretary Grady Stumbo and has also read newspaper
accounts, and so far favors the
concept.
During a public hearing Tuesday, Brown noted that we really
haven't had the regulation (in the
past), we haven't had the
supervision that was needed."

students are encouraged to interact with the staff. When
weather permits, outdoor sketching and craft activities will be
scheduled on the grounds of the
library complex. A short refreshment break is planned for each
session.
A materials fee of $10, payable
to MSU, will provide all materials
used in the 12-session program. To
register a child or for more information, call James W.Stickler,
workshop director, at 762-3784.
Because only a limited number of
students can be enrolled, parents
are urged to pre-register early.
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Positive Reaction
On Reform Bill

Art Workshops Set
For Local Students
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the government pays to borrow —
via the sale of Treasury bills.
Next Jan. 1, another part of the
program will take effect, enabling
anyone to set up an individual
retirement account to put off paying taxes on money set aside for
retirement. Various business tax
breaks granted by the new law are
retroactive to last Jan. 1.

Sunny
Mostly sunny and warmer today
with highs in the m id to upper 80s.
Fair and mild tonight with lows in
the upper 50s to low 60s. Partly
cloudy with a chance of thundershowers on Thursday. Highs in the
. low 80s.
Extended Forecast
Little
Friday through
or no precipitation expected.
Highs inpstly in the 70s-and lows
mostly in the mid 40s to mid 50s.
'
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...Hospital Report
9-25-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Schnueringer, Baby
Girl (Betty), Rt. 9 Benton.
Scarbrough, Baby Girl
(Christine), 1803'2 College Farm Rd., Murray,
Thweatt, Baby Boy

AM MELNE11111
EINE Wel!UV
UMMIEVY
THE MOWER
MOVE

7:00,9:15

(Pamela ), Rt. 2, Benton
Paschall, Baby G111
( Nora ), Ht. 2, Puryear
Tenn.
Dismore, Baby Girl
(Charlotte), Rt. 2 Box
78B, Benton.
DISMISSALS?'
Myron D. Vanleier, 81
Woods Hall MSU Kurra
Diana L. Snyder.
Sycamore Murray, Katie
L. Foster, 514 Wynn St.
Paris, Jo Beth Adams,
314 Main Murray, F. Ann
Warren, Rt. 8, Benton,
Carolyn Maxlow, Rt. 6,

Murray.
Sandra K. Byers, Rt. 6,
Murray, C•irnetta M. Colson, Ht. I, Benton,
William Aaron Bugg, Rt.
1 Wingo, Peggy T. Broadbent, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.,
Linda S. Taylor, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tens., Judith
A. Luker, Rt. 4, Union City,Tenn.
David G. Sears, Rt. 5,
Murray, David M. Nance,
Rt. 6, Murray, Eura W.
Flood, Rt. 8, Murray,
Carolyn J. Rollins, 1)-1
Southside Manor, Mur-

Baptist Women
Hear Programs
the Sept. 8th program on
"Because I Have Been
Given, Much Is Expected."
Others taking part in
the discussion were
Mildred Cook, Juanita
Lee, Jimmy Lee Carmichael, Elects Fulkerson, and Bobbie Burkeen.
The call to prayer was led
by Opal Hale.
Gracie Erwin was the
SCARBROUGH
guest speaker at the Sept.
GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Scott 9th afternoon program.
Scarbrough, 1803 le2 Col- Her subject was "Interlege Farm Road, are the national Student
parents of a daughter, Ministry." Erwin is a
Amanda Rose, weighing member of the Kirksey
six pounds PI ounces, Baptist Church and
measuring 19 inches, works with the internaborn Friday, Sept. 25, at tional students at Murray
4:21 a.m. at the Murray- State University.
Introducing the guest
Calloway County
speaker was June Crider.
Hospital.
The mother is the Lavine Carterk gave the
former Christine Erx- program introduction
leben. The father is and Mildred Geurin gave
employed at Marine Sta- the call to prayer.
At the night meeting on
tion.
Grandparents are Mr. Sept. 9th, the Baptist
and Mrs. C.M. Scar- Women and Brotherhood
brough, Murray, and Mr. gave a skit on "State Misand Mrs. Stewart Erx- sions."
leben, St. Louis,
Mo.Great grandparents
are Louise Scarbrough,
Murray, William Conway
of Ellington, Mo., and Ida
DeMott,St. Louis, Mo.

The Baptist Women of
the Elm Grove Church
observed the Week of
Prayer for State Missions
and the Eliza Broadus Offering with three
meetings at the church
Sept.8and 9.
Mable Blalock directed

BODY
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7:10,9:00
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ray, Robert W Rudolph,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Phillip G.
Jones, Rt. 1, Almo.
Marjorie N. Duncan,
304 oi South 12th St.,
Jason T. Grogan, Rt.
3, Murray, Ernest F.
West, Rt. 1 Box 17-A,
Kirksey, Agnes C. Brush,
.1603 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Ky., Mary A.
Steele, 1605'z Locust
Dr., Murray, Carla D.
Davidson, 1018k-2 South
9th St., Murray.
Mary Frances M cCullar, 814 College Ct.,
Murray, Dessie A. Bruce,
Rt. 3, Fulton, Opal L.
Taylor, Rt. 3, Murray,
Flossie V. Smith, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mary M. Rogers,
210 Irvan St., Murray.
Jessie H. Carman, 1605
Hamilton Ave., Murray,
Rose Z. Young, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Lubie L.
Wade, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mary L. Salentine, Rt. 3,
Murray, Suella Futrell,
623 Ellis Drive, Murray.

ray,

Mur-

"Simplicity is making the nine or eight of hearts and
journey a this life with just the play proceeds as
baggage enough." - follows.
Declarer cashes the club
Charles D. Warner.
ace and overtakes his club
queen with dummy's king.
Dummy's heart jack is led,
by East's queen and
covered
simple
nothing
is
There
about making game with South's king as West's eight
today's cards. Nevertheless, falls. The marked club
declarer must adopt a plan finesse is taken to dummy's
that might work rather than nine and declarer's heart
taking on baggage that will seven is successfully
finessed. The heart 10 is
lead to certain defeat.
West leads his spade four cashed and dummy's club
to East's ace and the spade jack provided the entry to
10 comes back to clear the cash dummy's heart ace.
It's unusual to look for
COMPLETES TRAIN- suit. Counting on a winning
ING - PFC E-3 Joe G. heart finesse to produce extra tricks in the suit bid
Walker has just com- three tricks, declarer can
NORTH
9-3h-A
•8 5
pleted his training for reach a total of only eight
three
•A J 4 2
military police with the tricks (one spade,
*Q 5 2
clubs). If he
National Guard at Fort hearts and four to develop
•KJ94
diamond
a
leads
Walker,
McClellan, Ala.
EAST
a ninth winner, surely East WEST
son of Bobby and will hop up with the ace to •J 9 4 32
•A 107
8
111
2,
Rt.
•Q9 6 5 3
Willadene Walker,
cash West's spade winners. •8 4
41 A J 107
Murray, Kirksey com- So where does declarer look 410876
5
•
munity, is the grandson for his ninth trick?
SOUTH
of Paul and Gay Jan Wohlin of Stockholm
•K Q
Thurston, Rt. 1, Melber, suggests the winning line.
•K 107
* K 96 3
and the late Wavle and The best chance is to find
West with either a singleton
4AQ32
Lillie Walker.

Strong Honored
By Calvary Women
Martha Strong was
honored at a going away
party Monday, Sept. 14.
The party was given by
the women of the Calvary
Baptist Church at the
home of Elizabeth
Steward. She is the wife
of the Rev. William
Strong who recently
resigned as church
pastor.
"Cooperative Program
and Tithing" was the subject of the program
presented.
Elected as officers
were Steward, WMU
director; Pam Wilkerson.
president; Gloria Shull,

East
1,
Pass

South
IN?
Pass

West
Pees
Pau

Opening lead Spade four
by the opponents. But when
there's little other chance,
what else is there to do?
Bid with Cora
South holds:

9-30-B

•A 107
•Q 9 6 5 3
•A J 107
•5
South North
211

grar

Tn

ANSWER: Four hearts. A
nice hand with good slam
controls. However, it's still
a minimum opening and any
slam moves should be left to
North.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

00
00
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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October 2nd & 3rd
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7,
Way
Mr.
Willl

North
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The Great
Gold Chain

action leader; Flora
Richardson, support
leader; Veronica Elkins,
program leader; Mary
Easley, treasurer;
Beverly Smith,
secretary.
Others present were
Vickie Knight, Cellan
Wilkerson, and Linda
Hargrove.
The women will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 20, at the
home of Gloria Shull.

Birth

Vulnerable: Norse Dealer
East. The bidding.
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A factory representat:
lk here for two days
only with his entire '
will have a large selec.
tion of every stv'
and size of gold chain in
his line.

FLORA GIRL
The.Colho be a select line of cultured pearls
Eric Ashley is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Open 7:00•Start 7:15
as well.
Thor Thee Son
Bill Flora, Houston,
I ase
Texas, for their son, 1
11s• Campos Carps,(I)
weighing eight pounds
This is a two day sale only so you'll have only one
Plin
nine ounces, born Thurs- 1
Marro, N0*(1)
chance at this beautiful jewelry at these fantastic
day,Sept. 17,at a hospital
savings.
there.
11 way 1215 *753.3314
Mrs. Flora is the 1
former Jeannie Starks of
FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 1,1981
FURCHES
Murray and Tucson,Ariz.
What kind of day will tomor- pleasure combine successful- Grandparents are Mr.
row be? To find out what the ly.
and Mrs. L. D. Flora of
stars say, read the forecast CANCER
Murray, Dorothy
given for your birth Sign.
(June 21 to July 22) 1800
JEWELRY
Copeland, Tucson, Ariz.,
now,
romance
attract
You'll
ARIES
Con:
but curb excessive expen- and Lewis Starks of
(Mar.21 to A;r.19) .gr
,1753-2835
Aggressive behavior could diture in the pursuit of dom, Utah. A great
put off a loved one. Be affec- pleasure. Home-based ac- grandfather is Amos
Burks of Almo.
tionate. Cut down on ex- tivities will go well, too.
travagance and begin a real LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
savings program.
Love, rather than discipline,
TAURUS
9
°
Only $
brings out the best in loved
( Apr.20 to May 20)
Loved ones will cooperate ones. Don't let impatience or
M,ith Garlic Bread
with you, if you try to be less anger ruin a chance to further
Salad Mr Edra
self-centered. Romance is mutual unlirstanding.
definitely on your agenda,and VIRGO
I
{Special
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22;
work progress is assured.
Free Refills On Drink.
you should have a good time
Inside Dining Only
GEMINI
•
* visiting
ntti;
with others, but drive
(May 21 toJune 20(
A cheerful attitude brings carefully. Keep egotism out of
job success. Don't become in- financial negotiations with
vohred in disputes with co- others.
1-i pr: For This Pric.,
Cant Eot This Geod
workers. Business and LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
The financial picture
brightens considerably, but
you still have to be wary of a
dispute with someone over
money.Shopping is favored.
owl
'
SCORPIO
toV
(Oct. 23 to Nov.211 Ine
and
personable
You
are
.
MOM SINEKADE
charming and will attract
benefits, though a higher-up
may be contentious. Save time
for your private interests.
All Dinners Include Fries or Baked Potato
0440.
.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov.22to Dec. 21) 11
You Can Eat Salad Bar, Texas
Someone has ulterior
Toast and Free Refus On Tea
motives for picking a fight.
Romance is tender, private
Coffee & Soft Drinks
and intimate. Others will seek
to cdtifide in you now.
Every
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) V
Monday & Tuesday
Your social life is active, but
With
For You
avoid arguments about inSalad Bar
y Wildlife artist, to be our guest of honor
extraordinar
timate matters. A party will
Just for you we invited Ray Harm,
bring you social and business
Thursday, October ist, from 5:30 p.m.
on
Opening
our
Grand
celebrate
to
at a reception
success.
With
until 9:00 p.m.
Solod Bar
AQUARIUS
The Frame House Gallery artist will tell you that he works only from life. "I never use
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
photographs, dead animals or other props," he says. "I am the only wildlife artist who does
The personal touch aids you
so extensively, but the living animals or,birds in their natural environment are .so
this
in business. Career interests
Every
vibrant with life, and getting them to "hold still" so challenging that I cannot even condominate now, but keep peace
Wednesday & Thursday
with a close friend. Avoid unceive of working any other way."
necessary disputes.
Through public service programs and personal appearances Ray has helped raise bunWith
been inPISCES
-dreds of thousands of dollars for various conservation groups and causes and has
Salad Bar
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
.
soncturaries
wildlife
establishing
and
saving
actually
strumental in
A friend's rude behavior
Today Roy lives on his ranch in Arizona and divides his time between, ranching, field
you
off.
a
puts
at
Someone
With
research, painting and touring the country for lectures and personal appearances to meet
distance really cares. Travel
Salad Bar
matters are blessed. Others
his collectors.
and
want to help you get ahead.
So come on in, collectors, and would-be collectors, meet or say "belle to Roy,
a
Prize
Grand
one
YOU BORN TODAY are
and
prizes
door
for
and
register
help us celebrate our Grand Opening
more self-reliant than the
Fox."
"Gray
Harms'
fronted print of Ray
typical member of your sign.
We will have Ray's latest release which is o pair - a Robin and a Blue Jay. As well as o
You do well in business for
few of some of his other prints, and we will frame any print that is purchased during Ray's
yourself, but your best success
appearance with a 25% discount off the regular price of framing.
comes when you emphasize
cooperation with others. Your
leadership qualities will bring
you success in government,
the military and business.
Strongly attuned to nature,
you can succeed in
agricultural pursuits. You
work well with - groups and
have a religlot.'bent. Acting,
the professions
music
may also appeal.to you. Sirthdate of: Faith Baldwin,
Julie Andrews, actress; and Vladimir Horowitz,
pianist.
-
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113 S.4th

Italian Spaghetti
Special

You're Invited to Meet

For Kids

nP%

Ray Harm

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
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Weekday Specials

All

Chopped Steak
Club Steak

Just

$299
$329

vow

Chicken Fried Steak $299
$329
Sirloin Tips
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GALLERY
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Tobey-Williams Vows Said
molded bodice and
slender fitted sleeves
were overlaid with lace
and richly applied with
seed pearls. A Queen
Anne neckline further
'enhanced the bodice.
The empire waistline
was underscored with a
satin ribbon caught at the
center back with a
babydoll bow and
streamers. The a-framed
skirt adorned with lace
appliques was graced at
the hemline with a deep
flounce of Brussels lace
encircling the attached
chapel train.
Completing the bridal
ensemble was a matching
chantilly lace carnelot
headpiece applied with
seed pearls, from which
flowed a chapel length
veil of silk bridal illusion.
The bride carried a
cascade of white
gardenias and carnations
centered with a large
white orchid and accented with stephanotis,
asparagus fern, and
white satin ribbons. For
something old, she wore a
pearl necklace given to
her by her maternal
grandmother. She also
wore a diamond Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Wayne Williams
necklace, a gift from the gowns identical to the Ceatering the table was a
groom, and a set of pearl honor attendants, were four -branched
earrings.
Lisa Polivick, Arlington, candelabrum accented
Vanessa Fike, Kirksey, and Karen Carpenter, with an arrangement of
was matron of honor, and Murray.
white and orchid daisies.
Diane McCuiston, MurHenry was also in
Alyson Lee McNutt,
ray, was maid of honor. Murray, daughter of Mr. charge of the reception.
They wore floor length and Mrs. Ron McNutt, She was assisted by Mrs.
gowns of orchid organza cousin of the groom, was Charles Burkeen,
designed with molded off- flower girl. She wore a Fanellis Birdsong, Cyndy
the-shoulder styled floor length gown of white Tobey, sister-in-law of
bodices accented with organza accented with the bride, Gail Blalock,
ruffled necklines, double- ruffles and white satin Brenda Mansfield, Nancy
tiered flunces encircling ribbons. Her halo head- McNutt, cousin of the
the hemlines, and ruffles piece was made of baby's groom, Lori Hale, and
rising on either sides to breath. She carried a Rita McCuiston. They
bows at the center waist white wicker basket filled were presented corsages
to enhance the full skirts.
with white silk rose of white daisies.
Bridesmaids, wearing petals.
Orchid satin rice roses
were presented to the
The Groom
The groom wore a guests.
The couple left after the
black tuxedo with tails.
His boutonniere was of reception for a wedding
stephanotis and baby's trip to Gatlinburg, Tenn.
They are now residing in
breath.
Phil McCuiston was Princeton.
Out of town guests were
best man. Groomsmen
were Roger Leslie, Greg Mr. and Mrs. Joel Tobey
McNutt, cousin of the and daughter, Cassie,
groom, and William Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Tobey, brother of the Charles Sanders, Vero
bride, and ushers were Beach, Fla.; Mr. and
Kenny Overby and Mike Mrs. A. J. Timaeus,
Dixon. They all wore Tyler, Texas; Mr. and
black tuxedoes with or- Mrs. Bob Dunker,
chid ruffled shirts and Houston, Texas; Mr. and
boutonnieres of Mrs. Cye Atkins,
Hopkinsville, N.Y.; Elmo
stephanotis.
For her daughter's Williams, Warren, Mich.;
wedding, Mrs. Tobey Mr. and Mrs. Pete Jones,
wore a formal gown of Gallatin, Tenn.; Mr. and
lustreglo in sea green. Mrs. Frank Heavrin,
Mrs. Williams, mother of Carla Zacheretti, Mr. and
the groom, wore a formal Mrs. Carl Puckett, Mr.
gown of shoho crepe in and Mrs. Charles Parker,
•
•
rose. They wore corsages Barbara Hawes, and
Nancy McNutt,Paducah;
of white orchids.
tlli ari,t capable
Tne
The wedding was John Protramel, Lexstandard- sqe food processor ever designed. It is a CLusinart
machine through and through. Like their more expensive
directed by Mrs. Charles ington; Sue Hutcheson,
models, it features the exclusive
Henry,aunt of the groom. Barbara Brittain and
Large Feed Tube that lets you
Steve Shipp, Mayfield;
Reception
slice whole tomatoes, oranges.
Danny Harris, South
reception
A
followed
potatoes. onions Included is a
the ceremony in the Fulton, Tenn.; Mr. and
unique slicing disc that helps
you produce more perfect slices
fellowship hall of the Mrs. Charles E. Cavitt,
than with ordinary processors
church where the bride's Jr., Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
It also comes with a superior
table was overlaid with a Dick Mainord and Keith
dough -kneading blade. metal
Food Processor white lace cloth. The Mainord, Arlington;
blade and shredding disc.
three-tiered wedding Melinda Walker, Salem;
cake featured a water Melinda Kennedy,
fountain and was topped Princeton; Kristi Hicks,
with the traditional bride Essex, Mo.; Judy Kissel,
Bel Air
753-5679
Murray
and groom statuette. Fort Branch,Ind.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Williams, parents of the
groom, entertained the
wedding party and their
guests with a rehearsal
dinner at the Seven Seas
Re4aurant. Forty guests
were` present. The bridal
couple presented gifts to
their attendants.
Bridal Events
Bridal events given in
honor of the couple included the following:
A miscellaneous
shower by Judy Kissel,
Jennifer Andis, and Pam
Pisoni at the Kissel home.
A personal shower by
Karen Carpenter,
Vanessa Fike, Lisa
Polivick, Diane McCuiston, and Rita McCuiston in the Community Room, North Branch,
Peoples Bank. A bridal tea
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha invite you to see artist Ray Harm at our
by Mesdames Charles
Burkeen, Charles
Grand Opening on Thursday October 1st from 5:30 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.
Chaney, Cortell Chaney,
Chaney, Charles
James
"Cardinal"
Roy's
of
either
purchase
one
to
The Pikes also urge you
Henry, Jim Kelley,
or his "Wildcat" prints.
Lamon Lovett, Joe Mc-

Beverly Renee Tobey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick L. Tobey, Rt.
7, Murray, and Rickie
Wayne Williams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Williams, Rt. 3, Murray,
were married in an evening ceremony at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
The double ring
ceremony was performed
by the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins. Paula Kinsolving, organist, and Wendy
Stallins, Mayfield,
vocalist, presented a program of music.
The vows were exchanged in front of a
brass arch filled with
asparagus fern and
baby's breath. The unity
candle, also filled with
asparagus fern, was placed under the arch flanked
on both sides with arrangements of white
gladioli, white mums,
and white and orchid
daisies. Two spiral
candelabra filled with
asparagus fern completed the altar decorations. The family pews
were marked with hurricane candles adorned
with white satin bows and
asparagus fern.
Terri Erwin, Murray,
and Georgia Murphey,
Mayfield, presided at the
.egistry table, covered
with white lace and
centered with a bouquet
of, white and orchid
daisies with baby's
breath. Corsages of white
daisies were presented to
Erwin and Murphey.
The Bride
Escorted by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents, the bride
wore a formal gown of
white silk organza trimmed with French imported chantilly lace. The

NOW YOU CAN OWN A
HART FOOD PROCESSOR
FOR THE PRICE OF AN
ORDINARY FOOD

Community Events
Thursday,Oct. 1
Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at I p.in.
at the club house.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
First Christian Church
Bazaar Workshop will be
at 7 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the
church.

Friday,Oct.2
Annual Day by
Mothers Morning Out Calloway County
will be at 9 a.m. at First Homemakers Clubs will
Christian Church.
start at 9:30 a.m. at Colonial House
Hazel and Douglas Smorgasbord.
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens
General meeting of
with lunch at Hazel at
11:45 a.m. at Douglas at Parents Without Partners Chapter will be at 8
noon.
p.m. at the American
Wranglers Riding Club Legion Building,
will ride at 8 p.m. at the Paducah. This is for all
single parents.
club.

New Members Dinner
scheduled at Murray
Country Club with Stuart
and Dean Poston, Joe and
Carlene Belcher. Charles
and Nancy Walston, Bob
and Peggy Billington.
and Frank and Emmy
Edwards in charge of the
arrangements.
is

Kentucky Ornithological Society will
meet at Kenlake State
Resort Park starting with
registration at 4 p.m.

Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at the
First Baptist Church.

Pre Christmas Sale

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
Senior Citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Girl's

Gowns

Birth
PEAL GIRL
Amanda Rachelle is the
name chosen by Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Peal, 910
North 16th Street, for
their daughter, weighing
eight pounds two ounces,
measuring 2042 inches,
born on Sunday, Sept. 6,
at 10:24 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another
daughter, Angela Renee',
4. The mother, the former
Rita Colson, is on leave
from Sager Glove Company. The father is
employed at Jim Adams
IGA Northside.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. William Peal,
Lynnville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Calvert Colson, Rt.
1, Almo. Great grandpprents are Fannie Scott,
Dexter, and Senga Foy
and Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Peal, Lynnville.
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Boy's

Jeans

Select Group
of Fashion
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Leotards

Girls

Beautiful Colors & Designs
Regularly Up To $20.00
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CHILDRENS SHOP
Paducah Mall
Master Charge & Viso
Sorry No Lay-Aways

Raw sugar is yellowish
brown in color. It is
whitened by ref' •

The great home economysale
Decorate one save 25-50%
on energy-saving wincovv fashions.

ide'rn
wridow

fs

we've got you covered America

Cuisinart.

The Panhandler

You're Invited

Plan ahead and think what great Christmas gifts these prints will make
plus the fact that Ray will personally autograph them while he is here.
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Cuiston, Dan McNutt,
Ron McNutt, Billy
Outland, Charles
Outland, James Outland,
Henry Willoughby, -Rupert
Emerson, and Walt
Fulkerson at the
Fellowship Hall of the
Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
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Save 25% to 50% on Del Mar window fashions — and up to 26%* on window heat loss this winter.
Our shades and blinds offer highly effective insulating properties where it counts most — at windows and sliding gloss doors. This is where 40% of your home's energy loss can occur. Winter and
summer, Del Mar window fashions work to reduce the cost of heating and air conditioning. Del Mar
— an investment in good looks and lasting economy,
modow covenry and a stryle pane mods,* compared to Mr ...Mow pax olone Emoornment controlled to s.soulate wmser coed.
•Heat loss measured *rough
t,ons Ftx test detals woe, Del Mar 111orketcy 7130 Fereock Lane Westrnintstm, CA 92683

BLACK'S
Decorating Center
Mon-Fri. 7-5 — Sat.8-12
753-0839
Murray, Ky.
701 S.4th
•••
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NEWBORN
ADIALSSIONS
Maynard, .Baby Boy
(Patty), Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn.
Humphrey, Baby Boy
(Julia), Rt. 1,ICirksey.
DISMISSALS
Wanda Jean Ballard,
405 N.(cherry, Murray,
Pierce, Rt. 2,
Eddie
Martin, enn., Thomas
0. Cathey, 1700 Ryan,
Murray, Rhymon B.
Whitt, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Raymon B. Brittain, Rt. 2
Bx. 79, Murray, Ronald
Thomas Knight, Bx. 27,

Murray.
Patricia M. Suiter, Rt.
3, Mayfield, Marion G.
Eplett, Rt. 5, Murray,
Julia A. Little, Rt. 4, Murray, Joyce E. Dillender,
407 E Gladys, Sikeston,
Mo., Barry L Beadles,
Rt, 3, Mayfield, Cecil
Baker, Rt.3, Mayfield.
Lillian A. Dunn, 629 S.
4th, Murray, Jo Lee
Clark, Rt. 6 Bx. 86, Murray, Joy L Wyatt, Rt. 2
Bx. 11, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mary Susan Collins and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mary Ruth
Wilson, 1616 Magnolia,
Murray.

Mrs. Potts Elected
As UMW President
•

Mrs. Sherwood Potts
was elected president of
the Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women at the UMW
meeting Sept. 7 at the
church.
Other officers elected
were Mrs. Thomas
Smith, vice president;
Mrs. Gary Haneline,
secretary; Mrs. Charles
Tipton, treasurer; Mrs.
Bulas Wilson,reporter.

Mrs. Jimmy Wilson
presented the program
and read the scripture
from the book of Ruth.
Others present were
Mrs. David Lamb, Mrs.
Lovie Finney, Mrs. Cody
Adams, Mrs. Layne
Shanklin, and Mrs. Revel
Haneline.
The next meeting will
be Monday, Oct. 5, at 7
p.m. at the church.

"I want
And offer You
to help you
the outstandin
save money on service
Farm
homeowners isState
famous for.
insurance."
Call N.
Jane Rogers
• ••

753-9627
201 S. 6t1i
Murray, Ky.
STATE FARM
Fre awl Casualty Company
Nowa Ottga
Oloisswagdon Moan
Lite•good norghbor, Stare Farm is Mar*
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HEALTH

Patients Are Listed
9-23-81

jk;1111/4141184*.VP•Sar-4-ftrar,-

Josie Mae Bridges, Rt.
1 Bx. 245, Paris, Tenn.,
Morrow M. Mahan, 114
W. Water, Mayfield, Hattie F. Elkins, 1613
Hamilton, Murray.
Marjorie L Hays, K6
Southside Manor, Murray,Joyce S. Fortin, Rt. 4
Bx. 150, Murray,
Margery P. Ahart, 810
Sha Wa,Murray.
9-24-81
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Lois Wyvonne Rudolph
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dexter, Joey W. Williams, Rt.
5, Murray, Leonard
Schindler, 1 304
Sycamore, Murray,Joanna C. Gibbs, Rt. 2, Murray, Billy Joe Farris, Rt.
1, Hardin, Lisa Ann
Halcomb, 501 Olive, Murray, Brenda R. West, Rt.
1, Mayfield.
Betty Irene Schindler,
1304 Sycamore, Murray,
Jolie Shannon Wrye, 1213
Melrose, Murray, Mary
A. Cunningham, 404
Regents, Murray,Billy L.
Barnett, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Robert E. Fenn, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn., Patrick
Nvon Tubbs, Rt. 6, Murr a y , Marion
Christenbery, Rt. 1, Murray.
Melissa C. Gibson, El
Southside Manor, Murray, James Ted Phelps,
Bx. 165, Gleason, Tenn.,
Sheila Brooks, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Julia
Rheaneita Humphrey,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Jewell
Crouch, Rt. 7, Murray,
Noble C. Hopkins, Rt. 2,
Murray, Dallas Rummager, 1514 Dudley, Murray.
_Elizabeth D. Daniel,
Rt. 5, Murray, Effie
Pearl Harrell, 718 Nash,
Murray, Starkie C. Colson Sr., Rt. 1, Almo, Earl
G. Waters, 1497 Johnson,
Murray, Lydia R. Wyatt,
Fern Terrace, Murray,
Myra Estelle Kimberlin,
219 Frankie Lane, S.
Fulton, Tenn., Irene
Bivens, Fern Terrace,
Murray.
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We ore pleased to

Extra efforts necessary here

announce that Karen

Lawronc• E. Lamb,..1.0.
DEAR DR. LAMB Please tell me what I can do
to prevent excessive foot
odor I am 32 years old and
have always been bothered
with this problem.ft keep my
feet scrupulously clean but
nothing seems Whelp.)have
used foot sprays, sprinkled
baking soda in mxestres and
have worn a v
wellknown odor-abaorbing pad
containing charcoal in my
shoes. My feet perspire so
badly I can only wear a pair
of shoes three or four
months before I have to discard them. Any advice from
you would be greatly appreciated.
DEAR READER - Foot
odor comes from sweat.
Bacterial action in the sweat
causes it. And some people
do have more of the sweat
glands that create an odor
While I am sure you do keep
your feet clean, people with
your problem have to go to
extra efforts to minimize the
odor.
You need to wash your
feet as often as you can, at
least twice a day. Change
socks at least twice a day.
Wear cotton socks or put a
cotton sock inside your reptar stocking to absorb moisture. Synthetic footwear
tends to trap moisture and
make the problem worse. I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 11-8, Your
Feet and How to Care For
Them, which discusses this
problem.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
You might also get some
advantage by using a cotton
ball soaked in alcohol to
sponge your feet after each
washing. Be sure to sponge
between the toes and let
your feet dry thoroughly
before dressing them. Alcohol tends to dry the skin but
that is an advantage if you
have a foot odor problem.
Go barefooted as much as
you can or wear shoes that
are open without socks. The
ventilation helps evaporate
the sweat and prevents odor.
Change to a different pair of
shoes every day so your
other pair can air out.
Sponge the inside of them
out with alcohol, too.
I have received many
suggestions about foot odor
Some work for some people
but not for all. It can be a

•• • IV

Thompson, bride
elect of Phil Evans

difficult problem to solve. It
you can't solve it any other
our doctor may be
w
wet:Lo
il •
t give you a prefor medicine (such
scri
U Probanthine) we use
sometimes for ulcer patients
that also tends to block
nerve stimulation of sweating. It may help some but I
wouldn't expect miracles.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have read that absorption of
high blood pressure pills
tends to promote impotence
in males. I take Dyazide
daily. Is this true and will it

affect me?
DEAR READER - There
are a number of blood pressure medicines that can
cause impotence. However,
it should be pointed out that
most of these only have this
effect in a small number of
people who take them. If you
have been taking high blood
pressure pills for some tune
without problems it is not
likely to cause impotence.
of
an
ctat
With the excego
Aldactazide and
the diuretics do not cause
impotence.

hos chosen her china
and flatware from our
complete bridal
registry.
Karen and Phil will
be married Nov. 14th.
•
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CZEZMIZ
Diamond
Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 5 store inventory.
Save on clutters, sets,
solitaires, wadding bonds,
pendants,and earrings.
Huge discounts and a
free bonus gift.

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT
A 14K Gold Diamond

FLOATING HEART
on a

SEPTEMBER ONLY

FREE

With Any Diamond Purchase
or Layaway of $200 or More
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EVERY DIAMOND IS
TRIPLE TESTED
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Canto Lambh
and
Marsha Hargrove c
i
Wekomes
Suzanne Oakley
as Their New
Partner

Lennox
Candles
Fashion Ware
Heller Dishes

Bridal Registry
Country Kitchen
Accessories
Bross Lamps
Throw Pillows
" Panama lack"
T-Shirts-Baseball
Shirts-Suntan Lotion
( Children's Banks etc!
_

Campus Choirs
MSU Bulletin
Boards-Mobile
Bookcases-Mobile
Wine RacksPicture Frames
Key Boards
Room Accessories

Silk
Flower
Arrangements
14 K Gold
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Opinion Page
Social Security
A Nagging Problem
-WASHINGTON (AP) — Social
Security is an issue that has nagged President Reagan for years,
and he now says he wants to take
the topic out of politics forever.
That won't happen.
Neither party is going to stop
talking, and campaigning, about
the federal program that directly
affects more voters than any
other. About 36 million people now
receive benefits.
And Democrats are not about to
drop a subject on which they consider Reagan vulnerable, because
of his own pronouncements and
proposals. Reagan long ago
disowned his early criticism of the
system itself, and be has backed
away from cost-cutting proposals
that were part of his federal
austerity program.
No politician and no party has a
monopoly on the problem. Each
side blames the other for the
fragile financial state of the Social
Security fund.
Reagan is likely to gain approval of the measures he now
seeks to tide it over, simply
because he has tailored them to
the mood of Congress. House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
said the Democrats will work with
the administration for legislation
to permit borrowing among the
three trust funds. That way, the
financially strapped old age insurance fund can borrow from the
disability and hospital insurance
trust funds.
Reagan called that a temporary
solution, one that will buy time
while the government figures out

11) Years /Igo

deficit(deftsitn
the amount by
which a sum is
less than
the required
amount.

C6VEIERSOGIBeel

a way to put the whole system on a
sound financial footing.
The president also recommended restoration of the $122 monthly
minimum benefit for most of the
people who get it now. Congress
voted to drop it at the behest of the
administration, but even the
Republican Senate was moving to
reinstate it. Reagan said it should
be restored for the truly needy.
In his second-round budget
reduction proposal, Reagan
repeated — and defended — his
recommendations for cuts in the
A
benefits of people who retire
before age 65, and for a threemonth delay in the 1982 cost of
living increase in Social Security •Copley News Service
benefits.
But he didn't push for their
enactment. He simply said they
were reasonable,sound ideas.
Reagan said many Americans
are concerned "and even frightened" about the future of Social
Security. The most frightening accounts are those that have come
from the Reagan administration.
Reagan's aides have called it a
crisis, warned of bankruptcy.
FRANKFORT, Ky. wouldn't have to take as in advance, organize the changes in current circuit
Budget Director David A.
much about creating new judge's work and even districts and the possible
(AP)
— State-funded
Stockman has said the real quesaddition of new judges.
staff attorneys to help cir- judgeships here and act as hearing officers.
tion is whether the people who
Data compiled by the Cetrulo said the report
cuit judges with domestic there," Palmore told the
depend on Social Security benefits
subcommittee of the In- Administrative Office of is looking a several facrelations cases would
"can count on any check at all" a
terim
Joint Committee on the Courts showed that tors in considering the
reduce
the
need for new
year from now.
Appropriations and domestic relations cases need for additional
judges and cut down on
The subject is a difficult one for
Revenue.
composed 43.7 percent of judgeships in addition to
the costs to consumers.
any president bent on curbing
He said two or three at- the total circuit.court fil- caseloads.
That is the view of Kenfederal spending. Jimmy Carter
tucky Supreme Court torneys could be hired for ings in 1980 and 50 per- He said consideration is
and Gerald R. Ford both proposed
what it would cost to set cent of the circuit court also being given to the
Chief Justice John
limits on the annual cost of living
up
one new judgeship, civil caseload.
geographical size and
Palmore.
increases in Social Security.
since
that would also inA preliminary report makeup of a district, the
Palmore
appeared
Neither of them got anywhere.
before a legislative sub- clude secretarial and of- by the AOC said that distribution of judges
fice expenses.
domestic relations within districts with more
committee Tuesday and
Domestic relations commissioners also can than one judge and the
told the lawmakers that
commissioners can be ap- substantially reduce the physical facilities.
providing the additional
...
pointed by the court, but workload of a judge.
"We are examining.all
staff for judges would
the people involved in a
However,Palmore said of the relevant ciralso eliminate what he
case mast pay extra to he was not comfortable cumstances that impact
termed
Heartllne is a service for senior underage 16 (or disabled, if 16 or situation"the "strange
compensate
him.
with that setup.
on judges," Cetrulo said.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer older), instead of under age 18 (or relations of domestic
Palmore noted that "It is an inherently bad "This goes a long way in
commissioners.
questions and solve problems. If disabled, if age 18 or older) as
some circuit judges, such situation," Palmore said. explaining what goes into
Palmore told a
you have a question or a problem previously required. However,for legislative
as those in Fayette "Domestic relations com- the work of a judg3."
subcommittee
not answered in these columns, certain beneficiaries entitled as of that
County, don't rely on missioners are generally Cetrulo said he feels the
funding
staff
atwrite to Hoarding, 114 East the month of enactment, a grace torneys
commissioners
now.
attorneys who work part- work of his staff will be
also
would
be less
Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio period is provided.
"And it cost less to get time and practice law on valuable in dealing with
expensive
than
creating
For beneficiaries newly entitled
46381. You will receive a
a divorce there than in the side."
problems even if no new
new judgeships to handle
reply, but you must includeTZ
P
-t to young spouse's, mother's or the ever increasing
nearby Madison County," AOC executive director judgeships are created.
addressed, stamped envelope. father's benefits in the month
Palmore said.
Don Cetrulo told the sub- Any final recommendacaseload.
The most useful replies will be following the month of enactment,
Palmore said the staff committee his office is tions on new circuit
"If
they
had
enough
the effective date for this change
printed in this column.
attorneys could review finalizing a report recom- judgeships must be made
staff stitport, the judges
HEARTLINE: My husband is Is September 1, 1981, since enactdomestic relations suits mending possible by the Supreme Court.
receiving social security disabili- ment was August 13, 1981.
For beneficiaries already entitlty benefits. Because we still have
a child under the age of 18, I am ed to young spouse's, mother's or
drawing dependent mother's father's benefits in the month of
benefits and the child is drawing enactment (August), there is a
NEW YORK(AP) — A measure however, many analysts were still followed by lower lows in a few
benefits also. I was wondering if grace period of either 2 years or
the new changes that President the child's attainment of age 18, of calm has returned to Wall unsure whether a sustained
weeks. In view uf these prospects,
Reagan has passed would effect whichever occurs first. Since Street after its near-miss en- recovery was in the cards.
we would be suspicious of quick
the mother's benefits that I now enactment was August 31, 1981, counter with a crisis in the stock
"The good news is that most of rallies."
receive. My youngest son will be the effective date would be market.
the damage has already been
Wall Street's recent woes have
18 years old on December 6,1961.! September 1,1983.
The "blue Monday" forecast by don," one broker remarked. "The been consistent with one historical
It would appear that since you one market guru was averted, bad news is that the market is still pattern — a tendency for the
know that these new laws are very
new, but thought that you might are already receiving mother's thanks to a dramatic rally in stock down almost 200 points."
market to encounter rough going
have the information by now. R. benefits that you would continue prices Monday afternoon.
in the first year of a new
The deep V-shape that showed
to receive the benefits for a period
For the time being at least, the
W.
presidency.
ANSWER: Under the previous of 2 years, or until your son prospect has lessened that up on the stock charts Monday
Of course,the news that the 1981
Social Security laws, a dependent reaches age 18, whichever occurs investors might, by panicking, br- was reminiscent of past important bear market is "normal" may be
mother with a child under the age first. However, we would suggest ing on themselves the economic turning points.
small consolation to the people
"Silver Thursday" on March 27, who have paper losses of more
of 18 in her care could receive that you check with your local calamity they fear so much.
The stock market, after all, is a 1980, when the Dow Jones than $200 billion to show for it.
social security mother's benefits Social Security office to make
if the wage earner was also draw- sure the law applies to your situa- $1 trillion-plus pool of wealth, and industrials fell about 25 points but Presumably, they are more inthus represents a structural part then rebounded, provided one
ing social security benefits. This tion in this way.
terested in knowing when it will be
Other persons who received en- of the economy. Its collapse in recent examples. It marked the over.
law has now been changed. To
quote the summary explanation, titlement to benefits due to the 1929 set in motion forces that led to last phase of a decline in stock
Reliable answers to that quesprices and set the stage for a bull tion are scarce. But Shaw offers
care of a child under the age of 16 the Great Depression.
the change is as follows:
After the Dow Jones industrial market that ran almost a year.
The amendments provide that a during the month of September or
this suggestion:
But any attempt to tame the
young spouse's, mother's or later are advised to clarify the average's comeback from an ear"One standard used to judge the
father's benefit is payable to a length of their entitlement with ly loss of almost 15 points to a stock market by fitting it into stock market's underlying trend is
close at plus-18 on Monday, neat, predictable patterns can be
claimant who has in care a child their local Social Security office.
Its reaction to news. A classic sign
dangerous. Several analysts have
of the end of a bull market is when
pointed out lately that not every
positive news evokes no upside
decline ends with a spectacular response. Conversely, bear
reversal.
markets end when the world ig"A selling climax does not have
nores negative reports."
to occur," Alan Shaw at Smith
Recently, the list of Wall
Barney, Harris Upham told
Street's worries has been almost
clients this week."Indeed, history
endless — big federal budget
indicates that more than one selldeficits, high interest rates,talk of
you
game,
that
per
"after
HARTFORb, Conn.
I hadn't seen Doc in Hill club, was delivering
ing climax might be looked for."
a worldwide recession and ac(AP) — For a man of almost 10 years.
The Merrill Lynch Market Leta jolting knuckle sand- play light."
companying cuts in estimates of
Forwards
make
the
up
medicine, dedicated to
ter, published by the nation's
Then on a recent Satur- wich to the mandibles of a
future corporate earnings. When
prolonging life, my friend day in a park in a run- Hartford player who,dur- "pack," which when largest brokerage house, pointed
the market starts taking such
joined
the
opposing out, "A selling climax does not
with
Dr. Tom Durant likes to down part of Hartford, I ing the last pile-up had
news without flinching, Shaw suglive dangerously. saw the Doc again. There done a Bo Jangles pack becomes the necessarily mark the low point of
gests,
the bottom will most likely
Mayhem seems to be his was his mud-caked, number on the spinal col- "scrum" or scrimmage, a downtrend, but frequently is
near.
be
cure for boredom.
balding Roman profile umn of Joe Durant, the the writhing, grunting,
pushing mass of sinew
11ZY1/46 TO FLOAT lif SHIP
Tom is a gynecologist protruding from beneath No. 2 son in this rugby- and gristle that
rabid
family.
a
rugged
ton
of
rugby
and assistant director of
resembles two enraged
"Shouldn't have done brontosauri battling over
the prestigious players, exuding a grin
Massachusetts General that was part ecstasy and that," confessed the a leather egg. At the end
part swollen lips wrapped healer who in Saigon was
Hospital in Boston.
around
a wax known as the Go-Go Gyno of this tunnel of sweating
When first we met, he
torsos is the "hooker,"
for his boundless verve Doc's position. Like the
was public health officer mouthguard.
"Rugby," enthused and Le Mans-style of center in football, the
for the war-ravaged city
of Saigon, carrying on his Tom, who has got to be in Jeep driving. "The pro- hooker gets the ball in
own private war against his 50s, "is a ruffians tective parental instinct play.
disease, corruption, game played by got the better of me for a "The last great
bureaucratic bungling gentlemen, while soccer second."
amateur sport left in the
In between rushing out world," Doc exulted
and indiscriminate use of is a gentlemen's game
napalm. Doc's clinic played by ruffians. You with his black bag to while examining a combacked up on the office of seldom see a fight in a revive players he had rade's split palate. "The
Saigon Mayor Van Van rugby game. There's a helped rack up, Doc ex- players pay to belong to a
Cua, a moody, hard- camaraderie among op- plained the fine points of club, buy their own
drinking paratrooper who posing players that beats the game. Fifteen men on uniforms and drive miles
worked out his municipal anything outside the a side, eight forwards and to get to a game where
frustrations by shooting Marine Corps. "Watch seven backs. Two 45- those on the field -often
lizards off the walls with how they help each other minute halves with a five- outnumber the specminute break in between tators. In our club, we
•"
his service receiver. His 111,
Honor'i hobby eanisiitlio
Five minutes after ex- and no timeouts,'except have everything from
Doc to spend con- pressing these noble sen- brief interludes to cart off lawyers and biochemists
siderable time on the timents on the sport, Doc, the wounded. Two to guys on public
who plays for the Beacon substitutions for injury welfare."
floor.
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Chief Justice Advocates
Staff Attorneys For Judges

Heartline

Calm Returns To Wall Street

Rugby: A Ruffians Game,
But Played By Gentlemen
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Fifteen hundred horses in
Calloway County had been vaccinited with serum to prevent
VEE ( Venezuelan Equine
encephalitis), according to Ted
Howard,County Agent.
The fall enrollment of 7,063 at
Murray State University showed a
slight increase from a year ago,
according to Wilson Gantt,dean of
admissions and registrar.
Deaths reported included Lena
Willoughby, 92, Ivy Frances Key,
71, and Toy Jackson.
Births reported included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John Dale and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. George
Perkins,Sept. 27.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club had
volunteered its service to aid in
the vision screening program of
the National Society for the
Prevention of Blindness.

20 Years Ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Airport was named Kyle Field by
the airport board. The field was
named for Verne 0. Kyle, original
member of the board and ardent
supporter of an airport for Murray
and Calloway County.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital included a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Bennett,a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James McNare, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gene
Chaney.
Elected as officers of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star were Maggie Woods,
Bud Stalls, June Crider, Jimmy
Herndon, Marilyn Herndon,
Shirley Russell, Nell Robbins,
Mildred Stalls, Abbie Lee
Williams, Mary Louise Baker,and
Bertha Jones.
Murray High School Tigers won
their fifth football game in a row
as they beat the Fulton High
Bulldogs 20 to 6 in a homecoming
game.

•

30 Years Ago
The Murray High School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association
started a program of ear examinations, according to Mrs. H.
B. Bailey, Jr, chairman of the
health committee.
Herman K. Ellis and Adolphus
"Skeet" Myers had opend a new
business, Ellis and Myers Popcorn Company at Hazel.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Jetton,
Sept. 25.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor,
First Methodist Church, spoke at
the meeting of the Magazine Club
at the home of Mrs. H. C. Corn.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat Mayfield 7 to 6 in football.

9(PR NETq.t.

loday In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 30,
the 273rd day of 1981. There are 92
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in hisotry:
On Sept. 30, 1946, an international military tribunal in
Nuremberg, Germany, found 22
top Nazi leaders guilty of war
crimes and sentenced 11 of them
to death.
On this date:
In 1787, the sailing ship Columbia left Boston on the first voyage
around world by an American
vessel.
In 1868, Spain's Queen Isabella
fled to France and was declared
deposed.
Thought For Today: Advice is
like snow. The softer it falls, the
deeper it sinks into the mind. —
Samuel Oleridge, English writer
1772-1834.
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DIXIE FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

PURINA
DOG CHOW

EGGS
14

oar

DOG CHOW
749

Doz

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITONAL OMR
EXCLUDING TOBACCO &
DAIRY PRODUCTS

TWO LITER PLASTIC

eARINE

ili

4 Stick
In Pkg.
24 OZ.

FLAY-0-RICH

93
COTTAGE CHEESE

FLAY-0-RICH

WHOLE MILK

GAL.$229

FUV 0 RICH

CHOC. MILK

CIT 594;

HUNGRY JACK FLAKY

FROZEN FOOD
SPECIALS
INTERSTATE

FRENCH FRIES

Fl

2 LB BAG 7
9

BANQUET

FRIED CHICKEN

TUF
B BOX

$279

PEC
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Owes N
Dry

Bleach
$1 $9
Good Oniy At Storey's
E.10-6-81

COUPON
Limit One Per FMnay
Pest
"
FruitPeebles

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON

Gan*Mae

limit One Per Family
Meet's Tomato

Sauce
39
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 10-6-81
•

COUPON
Limit One Per Roily

Mrs. Bettinverth

SisT
49

14 et.
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 10-6-81
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USDA CHOICE FAMILY PACK

CUBE STEAK
.
L
18

HOSTESS

WILLIAMS PO,

HOT DOGS

SAUSAGE
1 6-8

884;

120!.

LB.

Glint Proiluce Savings
10 LB. BAG RED

POTATOES

99t

ID

RED, GOLD, JONATHAN

BAKERY
FRENCH BREAD

79' ;

TURNOVERS
PECAN PIES

39
$329

ED PAPE

DELI
IMENTO CHEESE
...

V2

APPLES
[[LOW

MONS

89'

Lbs For

Ei

111 00
I

L.29'

Lb.

Chicken Dark Meat

SNACK BOX...$1

25
NEW CROP PINK

OLIVE LOAF $

LB.1

89

3.$1

G'FRUIT
MUT

'
ut.39" YELLOW ONIONS .... LB. 29

POTATOES
PIE
•

PUMPKINS
No. SS VALENCIA

ORANGES
•

,
4•14•104.t.r

Green

'LEAF LETTUCE
99
.-

I-

$

BELL PEPPERS

89'
„q
uo
LB

VIA

Ci

In
1111. MI lilt AI . A).. 1.1..111.1..11 A 1111111.N.
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Opening Soon in Murray, KY

illiateltilart discounts
name brand items
every single clay!
Get ready! Wal-Mart will
be opening soon,featuring
thousands of famous, nationally
advertised name brands that you
know and trust at the lowest
everyday prices you can
imagine. Famous brands in every
department, names like RCA,
General Electric, Panasonic, Hoover,
Sunbeam, Gillette, Kodak, Polaroid,
Mattel, Zebco, Daisy, Thermos, Black &
Decker, Remington, Winchester,
DuPont, Libby Glassware, Mirro
Cookware,Craig Auto Stereos,STP,
and Hankscraft plus literally
thousands more.

etite to Medium & Medium to Tad
Sizes

12191 916S

111

WAL-MART

ARCADIA OR.

1.1(
Aenstroi.

CHESTNUT

itIK•

6
/9 1
--I

Shop And Compare,
You'll See - We Really
Do Sell For Less
EVERY DAY!

opening
Murray,KY
soon in
U.S. Hwy.641 NOrth

:75"
°114111

KociAcalor

WAL-MART

Ind
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Communication Disorders
In Aging Program Scheduled
Dr. Cleavonne S. Stratton, assistant professor of
special education at Murray State University, will
present a workshop titled
'Communication
Disorders in Aging" in
Evansville on Friday
afternoon, Oct. 2.
Her presentation, from
1 p.m. to 5 at the Ramada
Inn on U.S. Highway 41,
will provide information
concerning the prevalent
speech and hearing
disorders that affect the
elderly population.
It part of a Fall Continuing Education Pro-

Board Questions Policy
DAWSON SPRINGS,
Ky. (AP) — The chairman of the advisory
board of the Outwood
center for the mentally
handicapped says a plan
to reduce the hospital's
population isn't working.
Board chairman Eddie
Beshear said the plan to
move patients from the
hospital into community
homes "isn't working in
the nation and isn't
working in Kentucky."
The board said Tuesday that the populationreduction plan "has, in a

gram Oct. 2-3 sponsored
by the Indiana Speech
Language and Hearing
Association in conjunction with Purdue University. The fee for the twoday program is $40 and it
Is open to anyone who is
Interested.
Speech pathologists
and audiologists who attend may earn Continuing Education Units
(CEUs).
Stratton is involved in
the Career Preparation
Program in Gerontology
at Murray State in the
area of communication
disorders.

4100fr

at
Dixieland Center

ANTIQUE SHOW — Rodney Eaker, manager of the Court Square Antique
Mall in Murray, and Robert Douglas are shown selecting some antiques to be
taken to the Murray Antique Show and Sale Oct. 10-11 at Murray High School,501
Doran Rd.The doors will be open Saturday from 10 a.m.to ft p.m.and Sunday 1-6
p.m. Approximately 30 dealers from the area will be displaying their collections.
A donation of $1 will admit persons to see and buy these collections. Proceeds
will go to the Murray Band Boosters to help support the band with their programs for the year.

*Saddles
Harness
Repair

array Leather Co.

Pastor: Gerald Miller

Fellowship Revival

Programming on MSUTV Cable Channel 11 for
the week of Oct. 4-10 will
Include a look at some of
the region's mint antique
automobiles.
The recent Twin Lakes
Antique Automobile Show
will be featured in
"Spotlight on Murray" at
6 p.m.,Tuesday,Oct.6.
Area antique car enthusiasts gathered at the
home of Murray collector
Howard Brandon for the
show. The segment will
also have an interview
with Brandon.
A preview of the upcoming Murray State
Theatre production of
"Macbeth," Oct. 7-11,
will also be shown on
"Spotlight" including an
interview with director
Mark Malinauskas.
The complete schedule
for MSU-TV 11, which

Sun. Sept. 27 til Oct. 3rd.
Prayer Service 7:15
Revival Service 7:30

Special Singing Nightly
The Ford Family
The Kings' Sons & Others

Evangelists
Sept. 27 Bro. Howard Conner
Sept. 28 Bro. William McKinney
Sept. 29 Sister Geraldine Baker
Sept. 30 Bro. Willard Beasley
Oct. 1 Bro. Greg Burton
Oct. 2 Bro. Willie Harris
Oct. 3 Bro. Richard Holt
Bro. Eric & Sister Trevo Kelleher will be singing directors
Located on Hwy. 134.6 East of Dexter off Hwy.641

prgrams Monday through
Thursday each week, is
as follows:
Mondays — 6 p.m.
"Pastimes," leisure. 6:30
local news.
Tuesdays — 6 p.m.
"Spotlight on Murray,"
community affairs. 6:30
local news.
Wednesdays — 6 p.m.
"The Uncle Al Show,"
children's variety. 6:30
local news.
Thursdays — 6 p.m."C.
C. and Co.," musical
variety.6:30 local news.

All Illee's

Levi's
Shoes

Big Bell, Boot Cat, Rate
Straight Leg
.0/

$1000 Off
One Group/
1
2 Price

$ 1 499

•

Ladies

Bendover Pants $1 900

•

pa

•
All Men's
Shirts & Sweaters

All Men's
Fashion Jeans & Cords

•

All Ladies Fashion Jeans and
Corduroys including

•
•

California Straights & Super Straights
14a

All Ladies Shirts & Sweaters
odeozeiro,4
(
1%••%•%••
Pune
•'%•••%%••••%
Ohm

le?

BEEF
ROUND-UP

JI

AN

Basic Jeans

The State of Vatican
City covers an area of
108.7 acres and has a
population of about 700.
OPEC, the
Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries, was formed in
1960.

JEANSWEAR

Prices Good Sept.Prices Good Sept. 28 %re Oct. 3

'Spotlight On Murray'
•
•
Slated On Channel 11

Northside Independent Church

Levi's

THAT'S IT

•

•

II

majority of cases, simply residential care centers
been a transfer of or their family homes.
residents from one
Beshear said the board.
Institution to another."
decided to send a letter to
Natural Resources
Beshear said the board Secretary Grady Stumbo,
met to discuss the date's making .thal. he answer
placement plan, which several questions the
has moved 75 patients out board has raised concernof Outwood in the past 44 ing placement of the menmonths. Of that group, tally handicapped.
"By innuendoes and
Beshear said that only
generalization,
the
seven went into community group homes. The Department for Human
rest were sent to other Resources has condemnstate institutions, nursing ed institutions for the
homes, a psychiatric mentally retarded," the
hospital, foster homes, letter said.
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Shoe Repair
"Custom
Leather
Work
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NORTHSIDE
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TALENT
CONTEST

BARBECUE
SUPPER

Thursday Oct.8th 7:00 P.M.

Thursday Oct. 8th 5:00
•

Grand Price

All You Can Eat

$150"
.$7500
2nd Place

Adults - 525°

st Place -

Under 12-$1 25
Under 6 -

3rd Place - $2500

FREE

Buffet will open at 5:00 p.m. Talent Show will start at
7:00 p.m.

All contestants must register at Northside IGA before
Tues. Oct. 6th
FREE BARBECUE SUPPER TO ALL TALENT SHOW CONTESTANTS

Barbecue will be cooked in open pit on parking lot.
•

THIS WILL BE AN AMATEUR TALENT SHOW. ALL TALENT
WELCOME.

COME ON OUT AND HELP KICK OFF OUR ANNUAL BEEF
ROUND-UP
• ••

•
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty Aids
Department
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Prices Good Tiny Oct. 4th

Prices Good Thry Oct. 4th
Daley Electric

Can Opener/
Bag Opener

Clairol Loving
Care Color Lotion

Saspkkmpe rim wit lever, hal/Pied
epswer Pensment soopeticRd Met.

Washes away only the gray

Rolaids
Antacid
Tablets

Lilt Special or
Lb Body
Wave

99

I

Sole

Men's

Ladies & Girls

Sweaters

Knee Hi
Socks

Now

Lilt
Home Penn

Peppermint
150 Teldets
$1

Special Selection

°

40% on

Values From
$13.99-$29.99

Several Styles To Choose From

Oil of
Olay

Cepacol
Mouthwash
amd Gargle

(

Moisturizing Beauty
Lotion

Girls

Leotards

Now In
Stock

and

Men's & Boy's

Tights

Levi
Belts

12 Ox. Bottle
18

$

4 Oz. Bottle

Sale

Arthritis
Pain
Formula

Bayer
Aspirin

Leotards

For Children

100 Tablets
Temporary Relief
For Arthritis Sufferers

$399

Orange
Flavored
36 Tablets

$199

Maalox
Liquid
Antacid

Ascriptin
Tablets
Aspirin with
Maalox
100 Tablets

so. Year Ciao

Vest
Reg. $9.99

Ladies

Oxford
Cloth
Shirts

594

Helps Shrink
Sniffing
Hemorrhoids

2 Ply

Preparation H

Choose from Navy,
ton, brown, rust, grey,
and burgundy
Waist Shim 29-38

Sale

Handl
Bag

Only $1

54.1.88

Box of 15

Sale

Alka-Seltzer
d Woad

Kis Genets That
Cause Bed Brook
Overt Bottle
320s.
No. 5225

Reg $24.99

Boy Now and Savo!
Style 10-892

Teflon Castel
Cover 3/8' of toy pat fits
Steuird, S4 inmate Mord

•krockh

Western
Boots
Ikethl.rs
2 Styles To Cheese
Fres

. •-ivsmegp..•

Juvenile & Boys'

Fashion
Jeans

20%
Off Reg. Price

Sole $411 99 Says $5.00
Tan - Reg. $26.99

kg. S11.99 Sal*
Rog. 810.99 Sale

$259
7

$279
u

Ir.Rog. $12.99 Saie $1039

Sale $2399

,-.4"?....,..1,•!_111\
l''.",

BUT NOW AND SAVE

Ladies

AM /FAT Beery
haing and
Calibrated Volum
Control, Nigh
Styled wftit Carrying Nan&

And Pad

Milk Chocolate
•Almond

Pillow
Forms

Sole$1 4(1°

Universal
Ironing
Beard Cover

Hershey's
Big Block
Candy Bars

Reg. ;5.49 Sole $444

Casual
Shoes

Sanyo
AC/DC
Portable
Radio

Listerine
Antiseptic

Now On Sole
Reg. $3.79 Sale $300

Men's

79

Regular Or Mint
Flavored
Soper She
1.2 Os. Tube

199

Sizes Small, Medium, Large

Crest
Tooth
Paste

25
Tablets

Cotton & Polyester

Choose Front White,
Light Blue, Pink, Yellow

Tall kitchen can bags. triton Scented Fits up to
44 qt.

e.t.,e:

NOW ON SALE

$1388

12" Woodn'
Handle
No. 5213

79'

Efferviescort Pi Mew

By Levi & Wrangler
Reg. $19.99 & $17.99

1Kellogg
Bowl
Brush

Lotion Enriched
Liquid Soap
White, Brown,
Blue Container
10.5 Oz. Bottle

1160, 1140,
135, 532

Jeans

Ilsasycsoll 23 ex.
coid Maks, kid tee.

'Jergens

Oral B
Tooth
Brush

Men's
Corduroy Boot

Girls
Sherpa

Anchor
Hocking
Glasses
glosses, kiwi fee tell

ions either lemma Sr krep oil, replica of
early AMAMI &sip 12- lich prow
Reid obi reflecter pleas almorty. be. êst

Box of 12 Sappositories

Men's Sizes 30-40
Boys Sizes 22-28

Choose From Red,
Light Blue, Pink

Not Chalky,
Pleasant Testing
12 Oz. Bottle

Hike Gleaming
Pewter Finish
Oil Lamp
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware
paint, automotive, plumbing
Uncle Jeff's has
.
.
electrical,
sporting
goods
largest selection under is,•
r
•••• in • •
„-. health
and beauty aids
•••
••• s••• nousew ares, clothing, shoes
one roof... Everything at
•
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SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT,
Buffalo
Double Bit
Splitting

20 Gal.
Metal

Axe

Trash
Can

Reg. $18.87
Sale

Reg. 6.37

Sale

13
00

50

5

Chain
Booms

Red Devil
Latex

For Fencing
or Great
For Tree
Stand

Caulk
Reg. 1.17
Sale

King

Wood Stove
$29900

Just The Right Size
$1 057

20 Tine

Leaf
Rake
Reg. $2.87
Sale

Black and Decker 71/4

19
9
a

Reg. $39.97

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS
Baker Safety
Belt with Extension
$

1 1"

Safety Belt
Lets you lean away from the tree with
security and comfort. Two loops, one
around wearer. one around tree, Non-slip
-loops will not tighten on you if you fall
Loops of safety belt lock in place for
you and on the tree trunk Permits easy
,— ,sement around tree for desired posi-

Long Sleeve Camouflage

T-Shirts
Perfect for the Bowhunter

$ 87

-

No Rainchecks

No Rainchecks
We
Buy,
Sell,
and
Trade,
Guns

Baker

:4f,
,
•
;kr'
.
-41
.61
.1 -4

Seat
Climber

I

e--

$2947

Good Supply Of Used
Shotguns, Rifles, Handguns

Dog Training
Dummies

Speciol

RAVEN ARMS

Heavyweight 14 oz. canvas cover. Cannot rot or
water log.

59"

Made in U S A Automatic safety release Magazine holds 6
25 caliber automatic 40 overall length, weight
rounds
1501 Smooth walnut grips

Get Your

Deer Tag

At Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods

Seat Climber
A seat ,limber that allolvs the sportsperson to sit down facing the tree with
their feet in the elastic foot harness of
the climbing tree stand Then with an
alternating sitting and standing process
the tree can be climbed with virtually
no effort Can be used with all models
of Baker Tree Stands Seat board is
% in plywood 6s111 in

Sale

I'm a headin' for Uncle Jeff's To
Do Me Some Tradins!

-RAVEN ARMS
.26 AUTOMATIC PISTOLS

tb Rainchecks

Soccer Shin Guards

$767

69
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Oleksy Rites
In Chapel
Services for Edwin
Oleksy, Rt. 6, Murray,
were Tuesday at 10:30
a.m. at the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Benjamin
Luther officiating and
Oneida White as organist.
Pallbearers were Pete
Farley, A. E. Rottman,
Roy Harmon, Hollie
Alderdice, Lester
Donelson, and Ralph Harris. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.

HARRODSBURG, Ky.
(AP)
Kentucky
Speaker of the House Bill
Kenton has asked the
state Legislative
Research Commission to
set up a task force to
study the effects of today's closing of 10 river
locks.
Claiming that traffic
along the Kentucky River
doesn't justify the
expense of operating the
locks, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers will
close the locks between
Frankfort and
Beattyville.
And while the Corps
denies it, lockmaster
Jesse Dalton, of Lock No.
10 near Boonesborough,
charges that the closing
could endanger central
Kentucky's water supply
and present an increased
risk of flooding.
Kenton wants to know if
it would be feasible for
the state to continue
operating the locks, and
the Lexington Democrat
wants the task force to
determine the long-range
effects of closing the
locks.
"If Mr. Dalton is right,
within a short period of
time we could face a
crisis in central Kentucky," said Kenton. "If
they (the Corps) are
wrong, it would be a
heck of a mistake."
Kenton said that he's
found "that often the
practical aspects of a
person like Mr. Dalton
are more valid than
somebody sitting in an
office somewhere who
may never have even

PADUCAH — Trial of
two defendants charged
with embezzling from
Mississippi River
Economic Opportunity
Council continues in U.S.
District Court here.

II
'

4
1
American Telephone _5744 +/
4% +44
Chrysler
4
1
/
4
/
191
Ford
4 -%
/
121
G.A.F.
32 -304
General Dynamics
44% +s
General Motors
24k um
General Tire
4 -6,4
/
201
Goodrich
4
1
4 -/
/
171
Goodyear
4
/
32% +1
Gulf Oil
28 +44
Heublem
4
/
5334 +1
I.B.M.
4a
/
21b, 211
Jerico
4
1
4 -/
/
171
Krnart
79 +.6
Pennwalt
4
/
32;4 -1
Quaker Oats
33 -111
Texaco
no trade
U.S. Tobacco
4
/
13% -1
Wendy's
17.54

C.E.F. Fund

WKMS Sets Call-In
LBL and its former
residents. The drama is
scheduled from 5 p.m. to
6.
Written by Hopkinsville
native William Moseley,
the drama's story centers
on a fictitious father and
son who have different
views on the value of the
The call-in program LBL and about past acwill follow broadcast of tions of the TVA.
"Land Between," an
While the father, whose
adapted radio drama land was acquired for
about development of the development of the LBL,
believes the recreation
and demonstration area
should have been left
alone, the son takes a
more progressive view.
The two, Bruce Wilson,
Persons with varous
54, of Fulton and Leo viewpoints about the TVA
Warren, 39 of Hickman and the development
are employees of area are encouraged to
MREOC and were in- call following broadcast
dicted along with seven of the drama. WKMS-FM
others by a Federal public affairs director
Grand Jury in July.
Mark Reinhart and
Charges in the case several former residents
stem from alleged of the LBL will host the
embezzlements of $2,000 program.
A reception to
by Wilson for himself and
assisting others in taking recognize friends of
$11,000. Warren is also WKMS-FM, fine arts
charged with embezzling radio, and persons who
a lesser sum from helped produce the radio
drama, is scheduled
MREOC.
Defense attorneys before the broadcast in
presented their opening the Hopkinsvillestatements to jurors Christian County Public
Tuesday. The trial is ex- Library.
The reception will
pected to continue
through today. If con- begin at about 4:30 p.m.
victed the defendants and be hosted by WICMScould spend up to two FM staff members. Peryears in prison and be fin- sons attending may listen
ed $10,000 on each count. to the "Land Between"
- broadcast at the library.
Wilson is facing a two
count indictment while
Warren is charged with
only one count.
Wilson, who owns
Wilson Bookkeeping,
serves as accountant for
An Australian film titlMREOC. Warren directs
the agency's Headstart ed "Cars That Eat People" will be shown free of
program.
charge twice on Monday,
Oct. 5, at Murray State
University as the first
program in the 1981-82
Foreign Film Festival.
Showings of the 90The Rev. Gordon Dean minute motion picture
Cox of Jerseyville,
are scheduled at 2:30
will speak at special ser- p.m. and 7 on the third
vices tonight, Thursday floor of the University
and Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Center. Dr. Kent ForCalvary Temple Church, rester, a faculty member
U.S. Highway 641 South.
in the Department of
Cox is pastor of a English, will introduce
church at Jerseyville, ac- the 1977 film at the evencording to the Rev. ing program.
William D. Cox, Calvary
Directed by Australian
pastor, who invites the Peter Weir and starring
public to attend.
Terry Camilleri and John
Meillon, "Cars That Eat
People" is a horror film
with all the qualities of a

Listeners of WKMSFM, 91.3, Murray State
University, will get a
chance to give their views
on development of TVA's
Land Between The Lakes
in a special call-in program from 6 p.m. to 7
Sunday,Oct. 4.

Gordon Cox
To Speak

Because it meets the important
needs of the bereaved as they
confront the crisis of death,
the funeral is an experience
of value.
The 1 H Churchill Funeral Home is backed by 95 years of reliable
family service Allow us to help you in your time of need

753-2411
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TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center

stay with the Corps as
long as I can, if nothing
else other than as an aggravation," he said.
"I was born and raised
in this country," he continued. "My grandfather
rolled out of here for the
Civil War. He didn't think
much of the government,
either — he fought for the
South."
Dalton reared his
children at the lock.
When he arrived 20 years
ago, he had a 10-year-old
son and an 8-year-old
daughter. When he
moved out several weeks
ago, he had grandchildren that age.
Stuart Boyken is
loclunaster at lock No. 13,
located in an isolated
portion of Lee County,
and that has suited
Boyken just fine.
"Town-wise, there's
nothing in either direction for 20 miles," he
said.
When the lock shuts
down, he will go to

Murray. Ky.

another Corps' project,
Caesar's Creek Reservoir
near Waynesville,Ohio.
The closing will put a
crimp in the plans of Bill
and Rosemary
Hammond, who have a
6242-foot steel-hulled
houseboat in their yard
near Brooklyn in Mercer
County.
They still have about a
year's worth of work on
the boat which was to be
their ticket to freedom,
allowing them to live on

one spot on the Kentucky
Riverfor a while and then
move to another site
when they grew tired of
the scenery.
Because of the lock
closings, the Hammonds
may be restricted to the
20.8 mile pool between
locks6 and 7.
"This spoils our plans
and I think it's darned
foolish," said Hammond,
an inspector for an architectural firm in
Lexington.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. said John
Wells, state Manpower
Services commissioner is
under consideration as
the replacement for
Eugene F. Land, who
resigned as state labor
commissioner.
The resignation came
Tuesday — a day after
Land was convicted by a
Franklin District Court
jury of filing a false state
travel expense voucher.
"I feel my resignation
is in the best interests of
the administration, the
department and myself,
regardless of (any)
decision to appeal the
verdict," the 57-year-old
Land said.
Land, who held the post
for the past 142 years,
said he and his wife
discussed the possibility
of resignation Monday
night and then he and
Brown agreed on it
earlier Tuesday.
Brown had not asked
him to resign, Land said,
but the governor agreed
it would be in the best interests of the
administration.
In Pikeville on a threeday visit to eastern Kentucky, Brown said the
decision for Land to
resign was reached by
mutual agreement.
"It's unfortunate, but
that is the price public officials pay when they
assume an office of public
trust," the governor said.
"I'm sure Gene didn't
intend to do anything
wrong," Brown said,
"but the jury has spoken
and we will abide by that
system."
"I think it's more of an
example of someone new
joining state government
and not knowing all the

Mon -Sat 9 00 a.m -5 00 p.m

cult classic.
In the unforgettable
conclusion of the film,
which is also a satire of
modern day's
automobile-dominated
society, Paris is
destroyed by its own
delinquent youth.
The London Times
made the observation in a
review of the movie that
"the film's skill is to
evoke a grassroots
gruesomeness and at the
same time to contain a
more sophisticated
parable..."
Several individuals and
organizations on the campus have contributed
funds to support the
Foreign Film Festival,
including the Student
Center Board.

that rock his little
johnboat and scare away
the fish.
He doesn't need locks
or even a ramp to move
his boat; he can just pick
up and move it in and out
of the water.
The 33-year-old Wood
said he won't miss the
locks when they're
closed.
"My reasons are selfish
— I would like to see them
close because I think it
would make better
fishing," he explained.

rules and regulations and
being influenced by some
of the older people in the
department who were
used to doing it this way,"
he said.
But, the governor added, "More is expected of
us (public officials) to set
an example."
A Lexington resident,
Land said in a statement
that he had planned to
resign at the end of the
year anyway, to return to
a post of legislative director with the United
Automobile Workers international union.
He said he will contact
the UAW as soon as possible to see if he cannot go
back earlier than
originally intended.
As for the misdemeanor conviction, for
which the jury recommended the maximum
fine of $250, Land said he
is not sure whether he
will appeal.
"My attorney and I
discussed this at length
and feel confident that if
appealed, we would
receive a favorable decision," he said. "My
attorney is reviewing my
options."
Land said he is "obviously disappointed in
the verdict," returned in

connection with a trip to
Utah in 1980. He had been
charged with filing an expense voucher seeking
reimbursement of $430
for mileage on the trip to
a convention.
Though Land, his
former executive assistant, Don Utley of
Paducah, and their wives
had traveled to the convention in Utley's car,
Utley and Land both
claimed and received the
$430 for mileage on the
trip.
The following January,
Land repaid the state,
saying he had mistakenly
made the travel expense
claim.
Two months later,
Land and 13 lower level
former state employees
were indicted by a
Franklin County grand
jury in connection with
travel expense payments.
The others pleaded
guilty to misdemeanor
charges, were fined and
were ordered to repay the
state the amount of their
false claims.
Land said that he has
worked hard to bring
econoniy and efficiency
to his department and he
regrets that such accomplishments "have
been overshadowed by
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yesterday's proceedings.
"(That) is one of the
most distressing aspects
of my case," the former
commissioner said.
While in office, Land
claimed, he reduced the
payroll by 80 employees
of 484 "without reducing
services."
He said travel expenses
had been cut by more
than $144,000 during his
first year, which he said
was a 40 percent saving
over the budgeted
amount.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service September 30, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 5 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 477 Est. 650 Barrows St Gilts fully 25e higher,
Sows under 450 steady to a $1.00
lower over 450 $1.00 to $1.00 lower.
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
200-210 lbs
US 2 210-2501bs
US 2-3250-770 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300450 lbs.
US la 4.50-soo lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.,
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 135.00-37.00

$48.00-48.50
$47.00-48.00
$47.75-48.25
$46.75-47.75

H(
ing t

$41.0042.00
$41.50-43.00
$43.00-48.00
$48.00-49.00
840.50-41.50

The Netherlands
transferred complete
sovereignty to the new
Republic of Indonesia in
1949.
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SALE
BUY ONE MONROENAX-AIR*OR
LOAD-LEVELER SHOCK AND GET
THESECOND ONE FOR HALF PRICE.
Announcing the Monroe Tail Waggin', Spring Saggin',
Load Draggin' Shock Absorber Sale. The first time
ever Monroe Max-Airg air adjustable shock absorbers
and Load-Levelerg Stabilizing Units have been on
sale. And what a sale it is! Buy one of these great load
assist products and get the second for half price. You'll
save 50% off the second shock and take the waggin',
saggin', or draggin' out of your car. But hurry, sale ends
October 31st.
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Monroe• Tall Waggin,Spring Saggin%Load Draggin' Shock Absorber Sale.

Arson Suspected
As Cause Of Fire
MAYFIELD — An investigation is continuing
into the cause of a fire at
Mayfield High School
ony night.
ondsa
MAr
is the suspected
cause of the fire,
however, officials have
not completed their investigation, school prin• cipal Ralph Colby said
this morning.
The fire was discovered
by a school custodian
after a heat sensor alarm
6
sounded in a storage area
of the school. "There is no
way a fire could have
started there by itself,"
Colby said.
There was no damage
to the school building.

"We're still going to
live on it, and to do that
we've got to get out of the
river somehow," Mrs.
Mammond said. "If we
can't float it out through
the locks, C guess we'll
just wait until the next
big flood and ride out
over the dam."
Joe Wood, a fisherman
from Doylesville, said he
likes to come to the river
on weekdays because
speedboats pulling skiers
on weekends cause wakes

Commissioner May Replace
Labor Head Who Resigned

Foreign Film Festival
To Resume At MSU

THE
FUNERAL IS
AN EXPERIENCE
OF VALUE

2111 S. led

seen the river."
Kenton sees a situation
in the future in which the
Corps would come back,
admit that it had made a
mistake and ask for
millions of dollars to
restore the system or
even revive the controversial plan to dam the
Red River to ensure an
adequate water supply.
"If they just happen to
be mistaken, we may
have been penny-wise
and pound-foolish," Kenton added.
Dalton, who operates
the busiest of the locks, is
bitter about leaving.
Because the 55-year-old
loclunaster has seniority
with the Corps, he can
transfer to Louisville but
he hasn't decided what to
do.
"I've got two or three
different things I'm looking at," he said. "I used
to do some roofing and
sheet metal work, so I
may go back to that.
"But I may want to

Embezzlement Trial
Continues In Paducah

Stock Market
Lee Rites
-3.71
Industrial Average
35% +a
Air Products
uric
Motors
At Cemetery American
4
/
281
Ashland
Private graveside
memorial services for
Kenneth Lee were Monday at 1 p.m. at Wickliffe
Cemetery.
Lee, 78, Camp Meeker,
Cal., died Sept. 6 at his
home. He was a retired
farmer.
Survivors include his
widow, Rowena Lee; a
daughter, Carolyne
Bailey, Daly City, Cal.; a
brother, Norman, Lee,
Murray.

••• •••

Speaker Asks LRC to Set Up Task Force

I Obituaries I
Services for Lura
Asberry will be Saturday
at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe and the
Rev. James Fortner officiating. Mrs. Otto Erwin will be organist.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
The deceased, 80, a
resident of 212 South Ilth
Street, died this morning
at 2:10 at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
William M. Asberry, died
March 2, 1978.
Born Nov. 13, 1900, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Charles Smith and
Mac Nola Cook Smith.
She was a member of the
Grace Baptist Church.
Survivors include a
daughter, Mrs. Jerry
(Earline ) Tingler,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; a
son, William Asberry,
Akron, Ohio; three
sisters, Lucille Billington
and Treva Washer, Murray, and Jewel Mocsta,
Newport Richey, Fla.;
four grandchildren.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Friday.
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Asberry Rites
Are Saturday

•
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The only items destroyed
were paper ones stored in
the area, he said.
"Damage was minor. We
have put no damage
estimate on it," he said.
A little more than onehalf hour before the
detector sounded warning of fire, a custodian at
the school received an
anonymous call warning
"something will go up into flames," Colby ex-.
plained. The custodian
notified police of the call
at the time it was receiVed.
Colby was unsure when
fire and police investigators will finish
their work

ALL

ALL•PRO AUTO PARTS

WHERE THERE'S
ALWAYS A PRO
Auro PARTS® TO HELP.

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
504 MAPLE
MURRAY, KY
gi 4461
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[Akers Dominate MMS,44-0
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
The Calloway County
Middle School gridders
used a powerful option
running game and an
equally devastating
defense to score a 44-0
romp over Murray Middle Tuesday night in the
only football game
scheduled between the
two school systems this

year.
The first half belonged
to Laker running back
Monty Morton, who took
an option pitch on the
first series from firstquarter quarterback
Mickey Garrison and ran
70 yards around left end
to paydirt.
On the conversion,
Morton took another
pitch from Garrison and

tossed the ball over the
Tiger defense and hit
Mike Torsak in the end
zone for two points, making the score 8-0.
Following a Murray
punt, Morton scored the
second time he got his
hands on the ball. This
time he ran another pitch
60 yards around the right
side to make the score 14-

0.
At the start of the second quarter, Garrison's
65-yard punt return would
have been a TD but offsetting penalties nullified
the score. The Laker
drive was stalled when
the Tigers recovered a
fumble on their own 20.
As the half came to an
end, Murray stopped
another drive when
defensive back Jay Watson picked off a Morton
option pass at the Tiger
five.
A 60-yard kickoff
return by Garrison set up
the first score of the third
quarter for the Lakers.
On first down, fullback
Richard Williams bulled
his way through three
defenders on his way to a
9-yard TD. Quarterback
Scott Taylor converted
the two points after on an
option right to make the
score 22-0.

•

On Murray's next
possession, the team
started to move as Jason
Billington ran for a first
down. But on the next
play, Mark Garrison
moved in front of a Jimmy Brannon pass and
returned it to midfield.
Williams then scored
the second of his four
TDs, breaking three
tackles en route to a 13yard score to put the
Leiters ahead 28-0. The
strong eighth grader added runs of 54 and 69 yards,
both on up-the-middle
dive plays, to wrap up the
Calloway scoring.
Next week Murray
Middle School, 1-2, will be
attempting to recover its
winning ways when the
Tigers travel to North
Marshall Tuesday for a
6:30 p.m. contest. CCMS,
2-0, is also on the road
Tuesday for a 6:30 p.m.
game with Ballard.

Cornell Surprised
At MSU Progress
HOLDING ON — Murray Middle School's Jay Watson clutches this pass during the loss to Calloway County Middle School,44-0, Tuesday.
—Staff photo By John Salerno

Oberkfell, Herzog Share
Opposite Views On Cards
By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Third baseman Ken
Oberkfell says he's beginning to like the chances of
the St. Louis Cardinals,
and his bat is broadcasting the message.
"Now they've got to
catch up," said Oberkfell
after St. Louis beat Montreal 8-4 to grab a halfgame lead Tuesday night
over the Expos in the National League East.
"We've got it going.
That's four in a row, and
they've lost three."
Indeed, the momentum
of the Cards would seem
to be opposite that of
Montreal with five games
left for each team.
But St. Louis Manager
Whitey Herzog was
uncertain. "The last time
we went into a slump was
when we played in Montreal," he said. "We'd
hope that our players
would realize that you've
got to go all out."
Against a procession of
five Expos pitchers
beginning with Bill Lee,
4-6, the Cards went full
blast.
Oberkfell had four of 13
St. Louis hits, five of
them for extra bases. He
drove in one run with a
first-inning single to cap
a three-run rally. Then he
slammed an RBI triple.
And finally he hipped in a

run-scoring single.
Keith Hernandez' twoout single, a ground-rule
double by George Hendrick and Gene Tenace's
two-run double preceded
Oberkfell's first hit, wiping out a 2-0 Montreal
lead.
Tommy Herr tripled in
the second and scored on
Garry Templeton's
sacrifice fly. The Explos
closed to 4-3 in the third,
but Oberkfell's triple was
the key blow in a two-run
Cards counter-rally.
The play which may
have been biggest,
however, did not involve
hitting but the gamble of
a Montreal runner.
Warren Cromartie,
Rodney Scott and Andreq
Dawson each singled to
start the Expos' third.
That scored a run, but
Scott was thrown out in
attemptd steal of third.

"It didn't put us out of
the game, but it could
have been a turning
point," said Montreal
Manager Jim Fanning.
"It took a perfect throw
to get him."
With the Expos threat
extinguished, St. Louis
starter Joaquin Andujar,
8-4, mowed down the next
eight batters he faced.
Ahead 6-3 when Andujar departed after five innings, the Cards sealed
their triumph with two
runs in the bottom of the
inning off Expos reliever
Grant Jackson.
It was a rousing St.
Louis home finale before
40,488, the season's
largest crowd pending
possible return of the
Cards for next week's
playoffs. "I saw all those
people and that just got
me fired up," said Hernandez.

World Record Escapes
Easy Winner Temujin
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Temujin missed
his shot at a world record
Tuesday, but was an easy
winner nonetheless in the
$23,750 Hill Farm Pace,
the opening-day feature
of Grand Circuit racing at
Lexington's Red Mile.
Temujin, driven by
Clarence Martin, won a

heat in 1:56 1-5 and then
took the final in 1:57.
It had been thought that
Temujin would chase the
world record of 1:54 for 2year-old pacers on a onemile track. Temujin
already holds the world
record for 2-year-old
pacers over a half-mile
track.

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes to your eyes. In fact, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet, "Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.

SWUM
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Murray State cross Wedderburn was fifth
country coach Bill Cor- while Rob Hyten took
nell hopes his improving sixth and Barry Attwell
squad can profit from last crossed the tape in the
week's success as the ninth position.
Racers host nationally
"I was really happy to
ranked Southern Illinois see the improvement of
in dual competition this Rob Hyten and Bary AttFriday.
well," said Cornell.
Friday's meet is
Murray State established itself as an early con- scheduled for 4 p.m. at
ference favorite with an the Murray Country Club.
impressive team victory
over four other opponents
Saturday in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Cross
Country Championships
at Bowling Green.
With four of the top six
finishers in the race,
Murray State recorded 24
points or 11 less than second place Western Kentucky. "I didn't think we
were ready to run quite
that well," said Cornell.
knew we were capable
of that performance but I
was surprised that we did
so well Saturday."
Sophomore Chris Bunyan covered the hilly,
twisting five-mile course
in 24:44 to win individual
honors. Western Kentucky All-American
Simon Cahill placed second or 13 seconds behind
Bunyan.
"The course was very
condusive to Bunyan's
style of running," noted
Cornell. "He's very short
and the course was a winding, up-and-down setting
which helps a runner with
short legs."
Cornell was also pleased with the performance
of several other members
of his squad. Gary Ribbons placed third, Eddie

GOING FOR GOAL — Mickey Garrison (31) scampers down the sidelines with
this punt return and scored for Calloway County Middle School. However, a
penalty nullified the runback. In pursuit is Murray Middle School's Chris
Thomas(83).
—Staff photo by John Salerno

CCMS-MMS
Game Stats
Calloway Co
Murray

1st quarter- Calloway County
Monty Morton, 70-yard run. Two.
point conversion scored by Mike
Torsak on pass from Morton_
1st quarter - Calloway County
Morton,60-yard run.
3rd quarter - Calloway County.
Richard Williams, 9-yard run.Twopoint conversion scored by Scott
Taylor.
4th quarter - Calloway County.ftichard Williams, 13-yard run.
4th quarter - Calloway Coutnty
Williams, 54-yard run. Two-point
conversion by Morton.
4th quarter - Calloway County.
Williams, 69-yard run. Two-point
conversion by Morton.

Ilsin-tosie dilemmas fade
after s WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nostoss, it's my job to kelp you make the
most of your now neighborhood. Om sheppiog areas.
Comr.nity opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
a' "facts to sass you time aid mossy.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
Mary Hamilton 7534570

Inge King 492-8348

Power Packed for deep down
cleaning on all types of carpets.
FREE TOOL SET
($29.95 Value) when
you purchase this
Eureka vacuum.

Total Savings of $49.95

Beats as it sweeps for deep down
cleaning. 2-way dial-a-nap; top loading
dust bag. Reg. $99.95 87-505-7

79.95
with FREE Tools

MSU Netters
Sweep APSU
Murray State's
women's tennis team
completed a clean sweep
of host Austin Peay Tuesday with a 9-0 conference
victory.
The triumph raised the
Racers' overall record to
5-1 and will set the stage
for this weekend's quad
match with Middle Tennessee, Louisville and
Mississippi University
for Women at MSU.
The quad matches
begin at 3 p.m. Friday
and at 8:30 p.m. Saturday.
In Tuesday's competition MSU's No. 1 singles
player April Horning toppled Sherry Hanson, 6-3,
7-5; MSU's Sherryl Rouse
won 6-2, 6-0, over Mary
Squire; Carla Ambrico
dominated APSU's Sandy
Cross; and Kathy
Outland stung Jill Marshall,6-0,6-1.
Cheri Simmons also
won for MSU by clobbering Cynthia McGuffey, 61, 6-3; Liz Hendon stopped Bethany Reynolds, 61, 6-3
In exhibition Murray's
Starr Jones blasted
klana Callas 6-0,64.

m

elcome IT(won

Save $20 on Eureka's
new upright Vacuum
lus a FREE set of Tools

REGINA 46
Upright Cleaner Cannister Cleaner
Electric Broom
2 speeds, rug
pile dial, removable dirt

cup Reg.
87438.5

.
ar

Steel beater bars

95

•

vibrate dirt loose to
deep-clean carpets,6 way dial-anap Reg.$11995
87.5d6-e
-

Sale Price

Sale Price

9.95

Eureka Self Propelled Cleaner
$219.95

si 50113

8-piece attachment
set Reg $7995
87500.0

Bel Air Shop. Ctr.
1

OTASCO
;

4"••••••"'

69.95 .

Eureka Power Team
87517-3

Prima Good Through Saturday-At ALL OTASCO Stores & Participating Dealers

1,
-411

Getting settled
made simple.

8 6 8 22 44
0 0 0 0 0

Cleaner

$169.95
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1988 Olympic Site Chosen Today

Full Slate OfSoccer
Launched This Week
Competition m the Murray Calloway County Soccer Association continues in every division
with a full slate scheduled
for the weekend.
Thursday the 14-18
year-old boys league
hosts is first home match
when Calvert City visits
the old city park field at
7:30 p.m.
The majority of the
other MCCSA teams see
tourney action beginning
Saturday. The 5-6 yearold league will wrap up
its season with games at 9
and 10 a.m. Saturday and
another round on Sunday
with games at 2 and 3
p.m. on the field beside
the Murray State tennis
courts bordering 54 year league
Flyers 1, Cosmos0
Chestnut Street.
Sunday teams from Ft Sting 2, Chiefs0
Campbell will be in town 74 year boys league
to tangle with both the 12- Rowdies,nosmos0
13 and 14-18 year-old boys Sting 3, Kicks0
league teams Also on 7-9 year girls league
Sunday the girls 10-13- Rowdies 2, Chiefs0
year-old team will see ac- Flyers 2, Red Wings0
tion in Calvert City in an 10-11 year boysleague
Sting 2, Calvert City 2
afternoon game.
Results from last Ravens8, Calvert City 2
week's full slate of Rowdies 5, Calvert City 1
games are as follows: Warriors 3, Calvert City 0

10-11 year girls league
Kickers 2, Aztecs0
Cosmos 2, Chiefs0
Aztecs 2, Calvert City 2
Calvert City 3, Cosmos 2
12-13 year boys league
MCCSA (Colts)3, Calvert
City 2
MCCSA (Rowdies) 8,
Paducah 0
14-18 year boys league
Bowling Green 4, MCCSA
0

OVC Players Of The Week

Moss Selected From MSU
singled out as OVC Defensive Player of the Week
for his contributions in a
20-7 loss to Middle
Tennessee.
Alexander, a junior
from Louisville, Ky., was
credited with 15 tackles,
two assists, five tackles
for a loss, caused one
fumble, recovered
another and deflected a
pass.
Marcus Moss, a Murray State running back,is
a repeats selection for
Ohio Conference Rookieof-the-Week because of

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - A sophomore
running back who set a
school rushing record in
Eastern Kentucky's 37-0
win over Akron has been
named Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player
of the Week.
Terence Thompson,
from Owensboro, Ky.,
scored four touchdowns
and rushed 17 times for
293 yards, an Eastern
record and second-best in
OVC history.
Ken Alexander of
Morehead State was

his performance in the
Racers' 15-10 college football victory over Tennessee Tech last
weekend.
Moss, from Mayfield,
Ky., scored the winning
touchdown on a 1-yard
run with 1:30 remaining.
He accumulated 36 yards
rushing on seven carries,
hauled down five passes
for 59 yards and returned
three kickoffs for another
54 yards.
The OVC players are
selected by conference officials in Nashville.

Seoul I's Early Favorite
BADEN-BADEN, West d'Ampezzo in Italy and
Germany AP - It looked Falun in Sweden. That
like a photo finish today apparently was anu
in the contest to stage the equally close race.
The IOC spent all of
1988 Olympic Games.
Seoul, capital of South Tuesday listing to the
Korea, a developing bids of the five candidate
country with a 10 per cent cities. Seoul came last,
economic growth rate, and it was clear its
made a
apparently made a good presentation
impression on the Inter- good impression.
national Olympic ComAfterward, the IOC
mittee when it presented went into an unscheduled
its bid for the Summer meeting with the internaGames Tuesday.
tional federations which
The alternative is the run the sports in the
Japanese industrial city Olympic Games. The
of Nagoya, which has federations, which had
been a runaway favorite attended the bids presenfor months.
tation for the first time in
In recent weeks, Seoul history, requested the exhas steadily gained tra meeting to discuss
ground. IOC members technical points.
and sports officials
At the meeting with the
reported favorably on its
federations, one of the
sports facilities.
The IOC was choosing principal speakers was
the 1988 host city by Adriaan Paulen, who
recently retired as presisecret ballot tokday.
It was also deciding dent of the International
between three rival can- Amateur Athletic
didates for the Winter Federation. He has been
Games - Calgary in a strong supporter of
Canada, Cortina Seoul.

It has always been the
policy of the IOC to send
the Games round the
world as much as possible. Nagoya's biggest
drawback may have been
that Japan has had the
Olympics twice in recent
years - the Summer
Games in Tokyo in 1964
and the Winter Games in
Sapporo in 1972.

was the congress and the
opinions expressed at it.
It is expected that the
IOC's Rule 26, governing
eligibility of athletes, will
be revised to allow
athletes to receive more
financial compensation
for the time they give to

At last week's Olympic
Congress, involving the
IOC, the federations and
the 149 national olympic
committees, the mood
was strongly against setting up a permanent
home for the Games in
Greece. The final
declaration of the congress said the Games
should continue to go
round the world.
It could help to take the
Games to Seoul. Korea
would be the first
developing country ever
to host them.
Also on the agenda of
the three-day session of
the IOC, starting today,

Martin, A's Won't Boycott
OAKLAND AP Oakland A's Manager
Billy Martin has dropped
his threat to boycott the
first round of American
League playoffs following
assurances that the club
will compensate coaches
for the games.
"It's a dead issue now.
I think we made our
point," Martin -said Tuesday.
Martin-together with
his coaches- had vowed
to sit out the playoffs in
protest of the playerowner agreement that
provided no guarantee
managers and coaches
would share in the divisional playoff revenue.
"I still think it's 10 percent wrong, but now
everybody knows about

it. I don't think it will happen again," Martin said.
A's President Roy
Eisenhardt said he would
allot part of the club's
18.5 percent share of the
revenue from the first
three games to compensate the coaches and
team support personnel.
Many of the A's players
already had said they
planned to vote a share of
their playoff winnings to
the coaches.
"My intention will be to
give them roughly the
same share as the

players," Eisenhardt
said. "Billy won't be
paid, which should illustrate that he was pursuing fairness, not his
own well-being."
The A's, winners of the
AL West first-half title,
will open the divisional
playoffs next Tuesday,
probably in Kansas City.
The Kansas City Royals
held a Pi-game lead ovr
Oakland in the division
after Tuesday's games
and will clinch a playoff
spot if they win second
half or finish second to
the A's.

No

intensive training to
reach the high modern
Olympic standards.
Progress reports will
be presented by Los
Angeles, host city of the
1984 Olympics, and Sarajevo, which is staging the
Winter Games.

CONFERENCE GAMS
W L T PF PA
2 0 0 X 19
Murray State
2 0 0 63 6
Eastern Ky
2 0 0 30 14
Tenn.
Middle
1 0 0 as
Wasters Ky.
1 0 13 35
1
Austin Peay
1 0 7 30
0
Morehead St.
0 2 0 32 46
Tana Tech
0 2 0 15 39
YoimPt
0 St.
"
0 2 0 7 47
Akron

ALL GAMES
PF PA
W
79 53
4
3030
3
3030
3
131 59
3
37 49
2
24 40
0
4.53
34 52
3771
1

College Grid Poll
MOM= 1-AA
Football Poll
1. Delaware(60 pts
2. Murray State (5€)
3. Idaho State(50)
4. Jaduson State(4€)
S. Eastern Kentucky(46)
I. Massachusetts'(X)
7. Montana State(37)
S. Connecticut(38)

$50,000W
Used Bike
Sale

Many of these are 80 and 81
models with very low mileage

Watch This Paper
For Details-Both
In Display & Classified
Section
Sale is now in progress
at:

Overby Honda
So 4th - 753-4092

JOAO ®

sNEW!
JUMBO BACON
CHEESEBURGER PLATE

$3.95

Take a look at one of Our newest, biggest, best-ever
burgers! With melted cheese, sliced tomato and crispy
bacon! Served with golden French fries and fresh cole
slaw. Our new Jumbo Bacon Cheeseburger Plate is a
whole new reason to...

Take Another Look at Jerry's!
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* RESTAURANTS

"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."
12th Street, Murray, Ky.
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9.88

Lock-on trigger lock.
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We've sold so many New Honda's during the 81 season that we
have over $50,000 worth of trade
ins that must be sold to make
room for the 82 models coming
in.

9. South Caroline St.(tie at V I
Boise State
New Hampshire
Others receiving votes in the Ohio
Valley Conference-Western Kentudry and Middle Tennessee State.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Ohio Valley Conference Football
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Save on B/ack Decker and other
Famous Name Brands.
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Briefly
James Tucker, father
of Murray State
linebacker Vince Tucker,
passed away over the
weekend. The funeral is
scheduled for today in
Paris, Kentucky, and
anyone wishing to offer
condolences to the family
may do so by contacting
Vince Tucker in care of
the MSU football offiLe at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

T
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4 Ft. Shop Light

Wet& Dry Power Vac
Has8 ft. hose, two
20 In. snaplock
wands,floor nozzle.
Wet-to-dry filter,
drain plug. 024144,

Sava $19.89

39.99

s Decker
taBlack
Dustbuster

Cordless vacuum
cleaner. Handy storage unit is a charging bracket. Mounts
on any wall near
electrical outlet.
09330 142 79041

Save $7.90

24.97

Complete with all
hardware. Two 40 Wt.
bulbs included. U.L
approved. 0.1-22701

11.97

15 Ft. Extension Cord
Heavy duty with
ground. For power
tools U.L. approved
f13,13411

4.47

Power Center
Safely converts one
outlet Into four. U.L
listed. eiautara

11.97

Hacksaw & Blade
Pistol grip style; adJustabte frame.1424.4c,

1.99

5 In. Vise-Grip
Handiest tool ever
142 72691

4.99

12 Ft. Tape Measure
Lufkin steel fare
1412 3'34

6.67

16 Oz. Claw Hammer
Drop forged steel
head perms-bonded
to handle. 1414,411

4.88

Price Good Through Saturday At ALL OTASCO Stores & Participating Dealers
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Ii MSruurmia)
. Seplynilicr 341, 14411
Starks, D-4 Fox Murray, Mrs. Ardee A. 3, Lynn Grove,Stanley
Mrs Terry Lynn Gorman, 205 Maple, MUP•
Meadows, Murray, Mrs. Riley, 409 Cherry, Mur- Fleet, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Downey
and Baby Girl, ray.
Beatrice K. Smith, 1001 ray, Mrs. Dieter Leffler, Jeanette Doublin; At. 3
Don Benjamin Nix,
506
9th
So.
St., Murray,
P
Mrs.
0.
Hazel, Lendon S. Mayfield, Mrs. Susan R.
Vine St., Murray,
2, Murray, Brian Lee
Rt.
Mrs.
Tena
M.
Phillips,
Maggie Marie Housden, Nance, Rt. 6, Murray.
Cunningham, Rt. 8, MurUnderhill and Baby Boy, disco, Rt. 5, Mayfield, 1718 Keenlawl, Murray,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Ronne Steward, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
ray, Wendy R. Cunn- G. Arnett and
Rt. 1, Dexter, Melton James W. Kelley, 1319 Rex Allen Stone, Rt. 7, 9-20-81
Baby Boy, Audie Lee Haynes, Rt. 1,
Gen Del.,
ingham,
NO
NEWBORN
Mrs.
Murray,
Roberson
2,
Rt.
Gerald Orange,
7,
Rt.
Murray,
Lindell C. Mayfield, Mrs. Nettie A.
G.
Murray, Mrs. Barbara
Puryear, Tenn., Charles
ADMISSIONS
Fancy Farm, Ronald E. Cleva J. Scarborough. Rt. Blanchard, Rt. 9, Benton,
Denham,
1,
Rt.
Big San- Haynes, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
0. Paschall, Rt 1, Farm- dy, Tenn., Albert John Mrs. Ann M Morrison,
DISMISSALS
Hobbs, 505 S. 6th, Mur- 5, Box 150 Murray, Mrs. Mrs. Yolanda S.
Britt D. Doughty, Apt. ington.
Rt. 2, Murray
ray, Derma G. Waldrup, Cheryl J. Elkins, Raspberry, Rt. 3, MurD8
Manor
Southside
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
ray.
Deetonia Dunn, Rt. 1, Murray, Melissa D. Hill,
Hollis S. Roberts,623 N.
1019
Box
Murray.
3
Rt.
Dexter, Mrs. Phyllis G.
St., Murray, Mrs.
4th
William D.Gossum,Rt.
Brines, at.5, Murray.
Barnett, 1314
Eulala
SkinEarnestine
Mrs. Sandra J. 1 Wingo,
Richard
Murray,
Vine,
Hopkins, F2 Southside ner, 206 Pine Murray, M. Jones, 909 Story, MurManor, Murray, Mrs. Mrs. Lorene F. McCuan, ray, Johnny W. Herndon,
Virginia Hall, Bx. 174, Rt. 1 Box 212 Mayfield, Rt. 1 Box 314, Murray,
New Concord, Mrs. Mae Mrs. Ruth P.
Mrs. Leta Rutland, Rt. 4,
W Lampert, 811 College Rt. 1 Box 277 A Henry, Box 114-A, Murray, Mrs.
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Treva Tenn., Mrs. Olive V. Corrine I. Smith and
Murray State / Morehead State
J. Berkley, 304 Corbin, Steele, at. 5, Box 1010 Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Box 131Paris, Tenn., Mis. Murray.
Tenn.
Paris,
A,
Mrs. Mary R. White,
Theresa M. Lampkins,
Oct. 3
Saturday
Mrs. Marjorie N. DunRt. 1, Hardin, ttobert L. Box 589 Cadiz, Mrs. Lola can, 3041
St.,
12th
S.
2
/
Stadium
Stewart
p.m.
1:30
Blalock, 803 Broad, Mur- M. Lintz, 411 S. 11th St., Murray, Mrs. Bonnie L.
ray, John R. Cruse, 108 Mayfield, Mrs. Dona Brigham and Baby Boy,
Adams, 801 Story Mur"McDonald's Fun Day"
Bates,S. Fulton,Tenn.
1215 Peggy Ann Dr., MurLawrence E. McFarlin, ray, Mrs. Gladys Houston ray, Charlie L. Lassiter,
Rt. 2, Cottontown, Tenn., (expired), Murray.
1401 Story Ave., Murray,
George E. Collins, Bx. Adults 109
* Free McDonald's felt pens and free Racer football fun books to first 3,500 fans
Elbert Charles, Jr., Rt. 1,
4664 Hart Hall, Murray, Nursery 6
through the turnstiles (Gates open at noon)
Mayfield, Mrs. Cynthia
Estella Haynes, M1 9-19-81
and
Diane Anderson
* Call 762-6184 or 762-6800 for game ticket information (Tickets on sale daily
Southside Manor, MurNEWBORN
Baby Boy,217 Irvan Ave.,
in Room 211 at the stadium)
ray, Ora Lee Lyons, 415
ADMISSIONS
Murray.
N. 5th, Murray, Mrs.
Collins, Baby Girl
* Show game ticket stub or MSU ID and receive free soft drink at McDonald's
Nancy J. Decker, 108
Lovie L. Pritchett, Bx.61, (Mary Susan), Rt. 5, Springer Hall, Murray,
of Murray (with purchase of any sandwich)
Dexter, Frank R. Byrne, Mayfield.
Coy E. Moore, Sr., A-24
Cr. Bx. 204, New Concord.
DISMISSALS
Fox Meadows, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia Gail Clintes H. Black, Rt. 7,
9-17-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Senior Citizens
Downey, Baby Girl
(Terry), 506 S. 9th, MurPrescription Savings Plan
ray.
Phillips, Baby Girl
(Tens),Rt.3, Benton.
VISA
Dismissals
DRUG STORES
Mark
David
Rhodes,
The Begley Senior Citizens Pl.on gives 10' .• discount
205A Maple, Murray,
of our everyday prescription prices. An,/ person 60.ond
Charge It! older
us eligible for the Begley Senior Saving Plan
Shawna D. Lawrence, 102
Stop by Begley's fill out an apploc411100 and start saving today'
753-402S
Central Center, Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 1 2-6
Shady Oaks, Murray,
Mrs. Sandra G. Saxon
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx.
239C, Farmington, Mrs.
Mary E. Henson, Rt. 2
Bx. 175A, Calvert City,
Mrs. Krista I. Crass, 501
Beale, Murray, Mrs. Gail
M. Faughn, Rt. 8 Bx. 30,
Benton, Mrs. Ralph S.
Kendall, Rt. 1 Bx. 333,
Cottage Grove,Tenn.
Paul Wayne Duke,Rt.2
Bx. 87, Hazel, Mrs.
Shirley A. Paschall, Rt. 7
2 pk.
Efferdent
Bx. 590, Murray, Mrs.
Jane Collins, Rt. 1, Hardin, James Grant Page,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Jessie M. Cook, Bx. 104,
Hazel, Gina G. Linn, 1506
Park Lane, Murray, Mar98' Roller Pen
ti L. McClard, Rt. 4, MurEACH
ray.
Mrs. Karen A. Alexander, Bx. 2227, Puryear,
Term., Clyde J. Sadler
Sr., 102 Moody,
Tenn., Commie E. Cain,
aspirin voth
Rt. 1 Bx. 67, Almo, Othel
Bottle of 100
D. Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Clarence Duncan, Rt. 6
oz
Bx. 250, Murray, Mrs.
Magdalene Lovett, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Lochie Sunshine Clark, Rt. 4, Murray.

Hospital Report
9-14-81
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Anita A. Rougemont, Rt. 2 Dover, Tenn.,
Hugh R. Miller, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Gina M. Gooch,
at. 6, Murray, Mrs. Joy
P. Underhill, Rt. 5, Murray, Aaron R. Barrett,
11504 Parklane, Murray,
Mrs. Mabel L. Hutson,
Rt.1 Buchanan,Tenn.
Mrs. Sandra L.
Milliken, 105 Lark, Paris,
Tenn., Alan D. Thompson, Rt. 1 Benton,Charles
Mark Duncan, Rt. 1 Bs.
204 Farmington, Mrs.
Debra Ann James and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Era
Farmer, 509 Elm Murray.
Mrs. Floy M. Kee, 505
Elm St., Murray, Mrs.
Marietta Wells, West
View Nursing Home,
Mrs. Mary C. Ross, Rt. 6,
Murray, Charles L. Ross,
Rt. 2, Murray, Dolphuus
Lawrence, Rt. 1 Sedalia,
Crawford Lee Barnett,
Rt. 1, Almo.
9-15-81NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
baby Girl
Lamb,
(Edith), Rt. 7 Bx. 115,
Mayfield,Ky.
DISMISSALS
Larry G. Smith, L5
Southside Manor, Murray, Doy P. Smith, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lee
Ann Holt and Baby Boy,
at. 2, Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Kathy F. Potthast and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Sandra H. Puckett and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.
Mrs. Lisa Fulks and
Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Benton,
Mrs. Glenda Sue Oliver,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Term.,
Kenneth Gerald Owen,
Rt. 5, Murray, Roger G.
Dawson, Rt. 1 Bx. 188,
Dexter, Mrs. Rebecca
Jean Murdock, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Minnie E.
Cox, Rt.6,Paris,Tenn.
Tessa Sue Taylor, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Teresa F.
Rogers, Rt. 4, Murray,
Danny H. Roberts, 1707
Olive, Murray, Andrea R.
Butler, Rt. 2, Bx. 119,
Murray, Mrs. Tammy W.
Glisson, 149 Riviera,
Murray, Mary Frances
Bradley, 1110 Main, Murray.
Roy E. York, Rt. 2,
Dresden, Tenn., May Nell
McLeod. Bx. 26, Hazel,
Mrs. Lillian A McCaslin,
at. 3, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Lucy Thelma McDaniel,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Jewell H. Sullivan, Bx.
42, Mayfield, Jefferson R.
Watson, 1103 Poplar,
Murray.
9-16-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Brigham, Baby Boy
(Bonnie), 1215 Peggy Ann
Dr., Murray.
Stoppenhagen, Baby
Girl (Sherry), 107
Elizabeth, Paris, Tenn.
Smith, Baby Boy (Corrine), Rt. 3, Bx. 131A,
Paris, Term.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Angelia G.
I
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Electrolysis
(Permanent

Removal of Hair
Call
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Save10% on all
Prescriptions

To Your

Good
Health

Bic Lighters
with
FREE

Denture
Tablets

Pretty Feet
& Hands

Ascription

$188

Maalox
Plus

9-18-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Rudolph
(Mother Lois Wyvonne
Rudolph), Rt. 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Karen Annette
Alexander, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Cathy J. Duncan, M-4 Southside
Manor, Murray, Lovard
C. McDaniel, 1200 Maint
St., Benton, Daniel Rodden, Rt. 6, Murray,
Zachary Parker, Rt. 4,
Murray.
Mrs. Monette C.
Fowler, at. 1 Hickman,
Jerry L Hopkins, 1602
Sycamore, Murray,
Kevin R. Dillender, 407 E.
Gladys, Sikeston, Mo.,
Robert T. Vance, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Mayme C.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Murray,
Johnathan R. Flood, Rt.
6,Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Susan B. Bar-
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No-Interest TVA Loans Facing Extinction
ed, or restricting the
number of residents to
whom loans can be made.
Robert Steffy Jr.,
director of TVA's energy
conservation and rates
division, said Tuesday
that TVA does not intend
to scrap any of the
conservation programs,
which he said have proven worthwhile. TVA
funds the programs with
revenues from its sevenstate power system,
cerned that it is saying the programs
subsidizing conservation benefit the system by
programs where no- reducing power demand

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. ( AP) — The nointerest loans that
homeowners have been
able to obtain through the
Tennessee Valley
Authority for some of its
energy conservation programs may soon become
extinct.
The federal agency,
paying 14 percent interest
rates for money it
borrows for power
system operations, is con-

interest loans are
available.
TVA is consulting with
the Tennessee Valley
Public Power
Association, a
Chattanooga -based
organization of TVA electricity distributors, to

•

consider some alternatives. They include
charging interest for
those loans, limiting the
amount that can be loan-

TANNING BOOTHS
ARE DANGEROUS

sumers are charged
interest. The rate has

homeowner or apartment
dweller who heats or

and the need to build ex- benefits this year. But
pensive new generating TVA also projects that it
plants.
will pay $36.5 million in cools his dwelling with been 10.5 percent this
ofTVA
said
Steffy
interest during the next electricity may borrow year and will be 14
ficials and the seven years for the $84 up to $2,000, then pay it percent in the fiscal year
distributors will need million it expects to pro- back during a seven-year starting Thursday, Steffy
several weeks to discuss vide in no-interest loans period through his power said.
ileeueital tows wili.00t the NIL Keep yaw sainwer too without
"We're talking about rho us* dowsperows amiss
bills.
alternative financing this fiscal year.
booths. Ws awhivai toed colorfor
package
TVA makes the money one financing
Residents may obtain
before they will be ready
ists. Masao hove woken this. wales without Ofty side afto make any recommen- no-interest loans from available to the all of these programs," fects. Sand fee your hos sf 72 tablets specially priced se
$29.92 pies $3.00 horidliag(chock or oworeopy order) heat datiorts to TVA's three- TVA for installation of distributors, who loan it he said.
TVA generates elecman board of directors.
home insulation and to residents, are repaid
The agency projects wood -burning stoves, and then reimburse TVA. tricity for 2.8 million conIn other conservation sumers in Tennessee and
that its home insulation subject to approval of the
1810 East Michigan
program and other work by a TVA-or programs, including parts of Kentucky,
conservation op- distributor-employed in- those for installing heat Virginia, North Carolina,
Lansing, Michigan 48912
portunities will return spector. In the home pumps and solar water Georgia, Alabama and
Dept A-509
$13.6 million worth of insulation program, a heaters in homes, con- Mississippi.
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Creative Marketing

BIG VFSSEI.
TOLEDO, Ohio(AP) —
The 1,000-foot-long
Columbia Star, the
Largest vessel ever to call
at the Port of Toledo,
arrived recently from
Silver Bay,Minn.
The iron ore and
taconite carrier is more
than three football fields
long, 105 feet wide and six
stories high.
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Flav-O-Rich Save 26'
Buttermilk

By Abigail Van Buren

•••

DEAR ABBY. For years I constantly complained about
my health. I couldn't sleep, couldn't stay awake and was
always taking pills. Then I discovered Recovery, Inc.! It's a
wonderful organization and I'm sure it saved my life. This
support group taught me specific techniques for handling
sleeplessness, depression, nervousness. etc.
You would do your readers a wonderful service by telling
them about Recovery, Inc. There are 1,000 groups in the U.S.
and Canada
GRATEFUL AND FUNCTIONING

Spread Marg. 2 lb.

Dishes 20' off 22 oz.

Coronet

691

69

Jumbo Roll

Del Monte Save 16'

Sweet Peas 17 oz.2Cans981

24 oz.

Dumplings

Contadina Peeled
Tomatoes 14V2

79

Jhirmack Hair Reg. 4.19 Save 1.70
Conditioner or

Hyde Park

m.2/89

DelMonte Save 201
Pineapple Grapefruit 46 oz.89
or Pineapple Orange
Hyde Park Save 20
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The Honest Way!
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is Paducah for 69 years.

Plus Bottles
or Deposit

Leon Meaty Boston Butt

Lettuce

Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. Write to Abby: 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
• 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. For a personal reply,
: please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

R. C.Co a
Diet Rite
Cola New
R. C. 100
29
Carton

eat ern here or mks a bog full home

FRE CIR 1.C. CRA

79

16 oz.8 Bottle

9 a.m. ti6 p.m.

Hot Dogs

$1

,

69

7 oz.

Cocktail

!Potato
Chips
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$249

DeTangles

Salt

98

Pancake Syrup

DEAR CHURCHGOER: The poor woman could be
losing her hearing. However, she goes to church to
pray, right? And so do you.So next Sunday,throw in
an extra prayer for her, and practice the virtue of
tolerance.

We'll
Pay You
CASH
NOW!

99'

4:p

10 Count
cans

,
r4

Save 1 0'

Chicken-N.

DEAR ABBY: Our problem is a lady who sings so loudly
in church that she drowns everybody else out. She is a
regular churchgoer and is getting up in years, so nobody
wants to hurt her feelings by calling this to her attention,
but I can tell you it sure doesn't make for very good
listening. Suggestions? She gets louder every Sunday.
ANOTHER CHURCHGOER

Save 20'
Bowl

Dawn Liquid For

Towels

• ••

Biscuits

Blue Bonnet Save 34'
Light-Tasty

51b. Bag

DEAR GRATEFUL: The organization you praise is
everything you said it is.
Literature is available by writing to Recovery,Inc.,
116 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60603. It's
non-profit, so please send a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
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Sugar
29
$
Sweet Sue

Ballard

$ 1 39
Cottage Cheese 24 oz.

Hyde Park
Pure Cane

DEAR ABBY: Most of our friends are in the 25- to 35-yearold age group, and although they are lovely people, they
occasionally smoke marijuana (especially the husbands)as
a casual recreation. I've never approved of this, but I figure
what people do is their own business. However, we have a
new baby and I do not want her exposed to this — especially
when she gets older. I'm sure our friends will respect my
wishes if! Ask them not to smoke pot in our home. but I can't
expect them to abstain when we are guests in their homes.
To make matters worse, my husband sometimes joins in
the pot-smoking, although he never smokes it otherwise.
This infuriates me because he knows I hate it. He claims he
enjoys it once in a while, and it's harmless.
Do you see a solution here? Our friends are nice people
and I'd hate to lose them over this issue.
POT SHOT IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR POT SHOT: Your biggest problem is persuading your husband to change his mind. Recent
studies show that marijuana is not the "harmless"
drug it was thought to be. If he's not willing to accept
that, ask him to forgo that "enjoyment" as a favor to
you.(Marriage is a series of trade-offs, you know.)
And as for your lovely friends: Explain that you
don't want to be where marijuana is being smoked,
and if you lose their friendship, it won't be the first
friendship that has gone up in smoke.(Or gone to
pot.)
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Cruise Ships Show Change Since Early 1900's
By MARJORIE M.
MAJOR
In my possession is a
letter from beloved Miss
Alice Waters, long-time
Methodist missionary to
China in the early part of
this century. In the letter
she describes a rough

crossing in a Pacific
Ocean storm. Would-be
cruise Rassengers today
need not have that worry
because modern
medicine and stabilized
ships insure a comfortable and safe journey.
Some folks says they

want to travel but they
want to go home after
dinnner. These two conditions, of course, are incompatible but if you
cross that hurdle, you will
find a cruise that most
delightful, relaxing type
of trip. There are many

fine ship operators but 140 years ago as the
advice is sometimes British and North
needed in making a American Steam Packet
choice.
Co. Since 1840, its ships
Cruising Since 1840
were usually given
One of the oldest and names ending in "la"
respected steamship such as the Britannia, its
companies is the Cunard first ship. However, in reLine which was founded cent years Cunard's ships
have been given names
conveying a more
youthful, informal mood
such as is found in the
Princess and the
Countess.
A famous legend
relates to the naming of
which decided to review the ship Queen Mary. In
their status and opera- the mid-30's Cunard
tions at a future meeting. decided to build their bigThe highway commit- gest ship to date and
tee was formed by name her Victoria after
Transportation Secretary Britain's greatest queen
Frank Metts to serve in but royal assent was
an advisory capacity to needed. The chairman of
review Kentucky's Cunard waited on George
highway needs and deter- V at Buckingham Palace
mine alternatives for with this request, "Your
meeting them."The state Majesty, my company
road fund is in trouble wants to name our new
and with the assistance of ship after Britain's
this committee, we hope greatest queen." The
to isolate the problems king replied, "Of course,
and suggest possible solu- but her Majesty will be
tions to the 1982 joining us and you may
ask her yourself." And so
legislature," Metts said.
The committee is made the Victoria became the
up of representatives Queen Mary!
Princess Grace
from the highway inOf Monaco
dustry, business comCanard's newest ship is
munity, financial and
educational institutions, the 17,500 ton Princess
as well as elected of- which was christened in
ficials, labor leaders and 1977 by Princess Grace in
media executives.
New York harbor, the
The committee's next first luxury liner ever to
meeting will be in Oc- be christened there.
tober.
Traditionally Cunard

New Highway Advisory Committee
Meets, Reviews Current Revenue
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
The newly-formed Kentucky Highway Advisory
Committee conducted its
first meeting in Louisville
Wednesday, Sept. 23, to
discuss Kentucky's road
needs.
For two hours, 33
members of the committee reviewed current
highway revenue sources
and the project needs of
the state's road system
for this decade.
Deputy Transportation
Secretary Clair Nichols
said that the state's
general fund has risen

nearly 70 percent during
the past five years;
however, the road fund
remains at about the
same level as in 1976.
A. R. Romine,assistant
state highway engineer
for the Kentucky
Transportation Department, said that 19 percent
of the state-maintained
highways have
deteriorated to the extent
that reduced speeds were
required for comfortable
travel. The department is
responsible for maintaining 25,000 miles of Kentucky roads which carry

State, Local Officials
Disagree With Report
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — State and local
officials have disagreed
for months with a federal
report branding
Louisville as one of 34
American cities with the
most severe stream and
river pollution.
On Tuesday, the EPA
agreed with those officials in saying that the
earlier report was wrong.
"That's awfully big of
them to admit it," said
Jerry Ford, spokesman
for the Louisville Water
Co., in referring to the
EPA.
Ford said the water
company had done extensive testing for the past
several years. "We just
haven't found all the terrible things they presume
are in there," he said.
Tom Grissom, director
of the division of water of
the state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, said he had long
suspected the report was
inaccurate.
EPA said its study
used outdated data of
"questionable, scientific
validity" in identifying
cities having streams
that may be the most
polluted with toxic
chemicals.
State and local environmental officials
criticized the study when
it was released in July,
and Grissom said Tuesday that he had suspected
the results were invalid.
Grissom said he had
seen a copy when it was
first made available to
officials of the affected
states in April 1980.
"The data is old, and

it's very limited,"
Grissom said. "The
allegation that suggests
Louisville is among 34
worst cities in water
quality is indefensible."
Grissom said that
because state officials
suspected the study was
wrong, the state did not
spend much time or
money correcting alleged
problems.
But there was damage
nonetheless, he said.
"Nationwide it gives
the city a black eye that is
absolutely
unwarranted."
Grissom said treated
drinking water drawn
from the Ohio and Salt
rivers meets all state and
federal requirements.
Untreated water drawn
from the Ohio meets most
federal pollution standards, although water
drawn from Pond Creek
and the Salt River
sometimes is found to be
contaminated with heavy
metals like lead and mercury. No drinking water
is drawn from Pond
Creek, he added.
In admitting the error,
the EPA released a press
advisory sharply critical
of the methods its own
scientists used to draw up
the list. The EPA said it
had relied in some cases
on 10-year-old data that
may not reflect current
stream conditions.
The study identified
areas where streams
were believed so polluted
with wastes they could remain a problem even
after a 1984 deadline for
cleaning up toxic
chemical discharges.

83 percent of the total
traffic in the Commonwealth.
The committee also.
learned that 4,500 miles of
Kentucky's roads need to
be rebuilt because of narrowness, poor alignments
and steep grades. "And,
700 miles of roads of the
state system still are in
gravel. We need to get the
people living on these
roads out of the dust,"
Romine said.
Members of the committee agreed that the
state road system needs
attention. However, they
pointed out that the condition of local roads is also
worsening. County and
municipal road aid programs, designed to assist
local governments maintain their road systems,
are supported by the
state road fund.
The state's toll road
system was also discussed by the committee

ships have been chnstened by British women, including Queen Mary,
Queen Mother Elizabeth
and Queen Elizabeth II
who christened ships
bearing their names.
Since her christening,
the Princess has made
over 200 voyages dispensing hospitality to
thousands of cruise
passengers. For the
average seven day
cruise, the food needed
includes 10,000 pounds of
beef, 30,000 eggs, 2500
pounds of potatoes and
every other food item imaginable, in proportion.
The bakery aboard can
produce 100 loaves of
bread and 2000 rolls daily
of very good quality.
Who's Who
On Board
Operating a floating
resort is a full-time job
for a crew of hundreds.
Genial Capt. Lawrence
Portet of Southampton,
England is in command
of the Princess. This
beautiful cruise ship plys
the waters of the Caribbean Sea during the
winter months and
cruises Alaska's Inland
Waterway in summer. On
June 26, 1981 the
Chamber of Commerce of
Juneau, Alaska
presented the Princess an
engraved plaque which
hangs in the ship as does
one given by the city of
Ketchikan,Alaska.
Aboard the Princess

are 35 experienced
British officers with the
Captain having overall
responsibility. He is
assisted by the
Staff Captain who is
responsible for the
general running of the
ship and the Chief Officer
overseas deck
maintenance. The Senior
First Officer is responsible for Safety and the
Junior First Officer is
the Navigator. Other important facets of running
a ship are handled by the
Security Officer and the
Public Relations Officer.
All of these officers have
foreign-going Masters
Certificates in Maritime
Navigation.
Who Cruises?
Well, just about
everybody who has the
opportunity. There are
honeymooners, retirees,
families and singles looking for romance as well
as your next door
neighbor. Actually cruising is a very good travel
buy. Where else can
you be waited on "hand
and foot," enjoy delicious
meals and partake of
sports and Broadwaytype entertainment?
Cruise attire is less formal these days and often
there are ethnic fun evenings, and everyday is a
fun day around the pool.
Entertainment
Aboard you can play
Bridge, practice your golf
swing, play tennis, take

yoga or aerobic dance
lessons or have your
handwriting analyzed.
Perhaps you would like to
learn the fine points of
Chinese or Mexican
cookery or maybe you
would like to learn speed
reading or relax listening
to classical music.
Speaking of music, the
Mike Carroll Quartet
plays for tea dancing and
the Keiron Anderson Orchestra for evening dancing. At "Showtime" each
evening, there was
outstanding talent including humorists,
singers, dancers, a magician, a puppeteer, and a
hypnotist. Topping this
list were Roy and Jackie
Toad uff whose voices and
gestures meshed into an
unusual performance.
Their suits of gold, gray,
orange or white tuxedos
were spectacular and
perhaps you have seen
them on TV. Working
with them were three
lovely English girls, with
outstanding figures, who
were choreographed by
Irving Davis. You can go
to Broadway by going to
sea!
The Itinerary
This two week cruise
began in Los Angeles and
terminated in San Juan
with the highlight being
the transit of the Panema
Canal which will be dealt
with in a future article,
along with the shore excursions.

Armchair shopping
is easy if you
live right
here.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

59 Free of

DOWN
1 Equality
4 Contend
1 Dance step
8 Fashion
2 Skill
12 Exist
3 40th Presi13 Overwhelms
dent
14 Burden
4 Serene
15 Dobbins
5 Be in debt
place
6 Hebrew letter
17 Cover
7 Bar legally
lawmaker
UK
19
8 Swab
20 School of
9 Preposition
whales
10 Unload
21 Came In
11 Discover
first
16 Flying
22 Secret
mammal
silent
oi Three — a
23 Quarrel
match
25 Once
21 Roams
around
Capuchin
22
track
monkey
26 Babylonian
23 Barracuda
deity
24 Peel
27 Shallow
25 Youngster
vessel
26 Bitter vetch
28 Pale
29 Self-respect 28 1812 or
Korean
Teutonic
32
deity
33 Climbing
devices
35 Conjunction
36 Choir voice
38 The serf
39 Cattle genus
4C Pronoun
41 Energy unit
42 Domicile
43 Tennis stroke
45 — a boy
46 Animal's foot
47 Silver symbol
48 Collection of
facts
49 Passageways
52 Bridge term
54 Beck of neck
56 Guldo's note
57 Sermon
Subject
sa River islands

Answer te Tuesday's Puzzle

UM MUM LOU
LOU MOM COU
IMMO UUUUCOU
BUM ULM
UUUMUOU UUUNIU
UU UOCIUU 11700
UMW MUM ULU
MOO UMUU UU
silUUU UUCOUBU
OUU CUM
QUOCIMUU COMO
MUU MUM UUU
UUD MUM COO
29 In favor of
30 Fate
31 Gaelic
33 Land parcel
34 Urge on
37 Pen point
39 Derby
41 Babylonian
delty
42 Possesses
43 Final

44 Eye closely
45 At home
46 Pecan treats
48 Danish land
division
49 Likely
50 Mans name
51 Mournful
53 Cutting tool
55 Three-toed
sloth

Just turn to the classified pages and you'll find a
tremendous shopping center right at your finger tips.
Millions of dollars worth of goods including everything
from hoes to homes are included. In fact, probably more
goods and services are offered in the classifieds than
in any shopping center or mall.Our classifieds have it all!

Wiray Ledger & Times
•

To Place A Classified Ad

CALL 753-1916

To Arrange For Home Delivery

CALL 753-1916
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1 LEGAL NOTICE

In..1, awn,
locutions

Carter
Studio
300

I/Copses of specifications and bid form may be obtained at the
Murray Board of Education Office, 514 Poplar Street, Murray.
Ky. or from the Arilutects, G angles and Harms, 2111 Twentieth
Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee
.e with the Kentucky ProcureProposals shall be in
meet Code, KftS 45A. 345
45A 460. and the award shall be
made on the
at the I
tad price There will be no coinpotshot neat
In
event the lowest bid exceeds the
armlet:0e funds a
ll be reyected
The successful bidder will be required to furnish performance
and payment bond for the full amount of the contract

I, Joe H. Thorn as of Sept.
30, 1981 will no longer be
responsible for any debts
other than my own Joe H
Thorn.

SALVAGE
BIDS
&law bids desired on
1970 model Carevel
inboard, 18 foot, 120
MP Chevrolet engine.
Treiler not included.
Can be seen at Murray
Sport Marine Murray,
Kentucky, 8 to S
weekdays. Send seal.d bids to Keith W.
Curd, Shelter Innuance Co. P.O. Box
1123, Murray, Ky.
42071.
\

2. VT ICE
;Pa;king lot sale in front of
!Cain AMC Jeep. Oct. 2 &
13, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 93. FurIniture, clothing, new
parts and assessories,
miscellaneous parts &

•
•
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NOTICE

WNIU 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

78 Model Down
12' by 55' For Sole.
Call 753-0 1 93
aftec6:00 p.m.

A
Bible Coll
Birth Control - 7594444; Bible Story
759-4445.
M&G Complete Glass Co
has added a new line of
work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, in
stall patio door glass,
plate glass and window
glass Cut mirrors and
glass table tops Do picture framing. 751 0180.
Missing from 12th and
Olive bicycle. Reward offered. Call 753-8530.
Attend the new Youth
Center by Lady Love Aloe
Vera starting each Tues.
and Thurs. evening at 7
p.m. at Gene & Jo's
Flowers through the
month of Oct. Come and
bring a friend. Free door
prize.
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

ANTIQUE
AND
DEPRESSION
GLASSWARE
ASSORTMENT
BUY•SETT

Codiz Hwy. 68 (next

Silver
& Gold
Pawn Shop
ohm ic

to Red Ace)
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 5226891.

Plaza
Open 9 a a to 8 p m
153 1113

• •, 8,,9q4

SILVER &
GOLD
PAWN SHOP

condition 5750.00. 160
bales good Timothy hay.
$1.60 a bale. Daytime 7535671, nights 753-3430.

Will remove dead or un
wanted trees Call for free
estimates be
2 30 7 ft pool table $50.00. Call
753 5484
753-6546 after 4 p.m.
I will babysi or stayjAlith Used enterprise gas I 0 in.
kitchen stove $30 00, 230
elderly peopl 43$volt 4000 watt electric
heater brandnew 753'
U INSTRUCTION
3-674.
ood
89
Will give private music
ra 4$28.°°
2101Per
or
lessons in woodwind str- rick delivered.sle
ings and piano. Call 759- 489 2231.
1443.
KERO SUN heaters:
Dog Tracking Workshop Moonlighter, $154.99;
Oct I rd & 4th with or Radiant 8, $162.99;
without a dog Nationally Radiant 10, $209.99,
known training director Radiant 36, $212.99;
Eight miles south of Mur Omini 85, $218.99;
ray at Glendhenmere Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Kennels 436 2858.
CHIMNEYS, -ALL fuel,
,14. WANT TQA.
.
VL
, triple wall pipe,
6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", 129.99;
Old Jukebox Looking for
installation kit,6", $29.99,
real old Wurlitzer 8",
542.99. Wallin
jukebox with model Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
number under 1200. Call
collect giving model Used Alvarez guitar,
Ukelele, boat motor. Call
number and condition 901
753-6577 after 5:30 ask for
388-7110.
Rebekah.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Two bedroom apartment
semi furnished. All
utilities paid except electricity. Deposit and
references required. Call
7538355.
Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, oven
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753 3865.

Six party garage sale Fri.
Nine year old black & Sat., 8 I. Green house in
gelding with a certificate front of Fox Meadows Jr.
of registration with the Pk
Tennessee Walking Horse
43. REAL ESTATE
Assoc
and Racking
Horse Assoc. Also a two REDUCED $5,000.00.
horse Stidham trailer. This home is lust barely
is3.1173,
dved in. Features three
38. PETS-SUPPLIES Pecfrooms, two baths, and
a spacious great room
Black & rust AKC Dober- with a large and beautiful
man registered puppies, fireplace This house is
$85.00. Mother of puppies not only beautiful, but is
excellent with small built for the practical use
children. Call 759-4651 of the every day family.
after 5p.m.
The large kitchen and dinSix month old Black ing area are truly a bless
Great Dane, full ing to any harrassed
pedigree, cropped ears, woman. The private fencfully obedience trained. ed backyard and patio are
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753- perfect for the small ones
in your family. So for
6527.
beauty and just plain
AKC Registered every day living you must
Doberman- puppies. 759- see this dream of a house.
4588 or 753 7637.
Call Spann Realty Assoc
753-7724.
AKC German Shepard
-so
puppies, 28 champions
Located in Riviera
and five generations also
registered American
Courts- is this two
Eskimo Spitz puppies
mobile
bedroom
502 554-2153.
home, completely
40. PRODUCE
furnished for only
$6,500.00. the ideal
Apples for sale. SWiel Eider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
dwelling for that son
Rd. Call 489-2467 to reserve
or daughter now atorder.
college.
tending
Make your offer to41 PUBLIC SALE
day!
Moving Sale Sept. 29thROBERTS REALTY
Sun., Oct. 4th. Lots furniture, kitchenware, anti
ltiS£ Syeaser•
que furniture, lots of
Norm,Ey.
7S3-1631
depression glass, tools,
new crop sorghum $5.00
gal. or in 6 gal. lots $24.00, Great location great
macrame hanging tables. price. You get over 2200
Many more items. sq. ft. in this brick three
Everything priced low! 10 bedroom two bath counmiles East of Murray on try home with an oversized living room, large
Hwy.94.
family room plus
Garage Sale one mile separate dining room.
west of Coldwater on 121, Low utility bills with the
Thurs. and Fri. Glass, two wood burning stoves.
quilt tops, old cream Also has central air, fenced yard, garage and attic
separator, lots of clothes.
storage space. Relax and
Three party garage sale let your family spread out
/
2 acres and only
513 S. 8th, Sat. Oct. 3rd, 7 over 11
am.-??? Apartment size two minutes from town.
refrigerator, bicycle, Call today, Spann Realty
clothes for girls, boys, Assoc. 753-7724,
ladies and mens, all sizes.
Lots of miscellaneous.

Furnished one bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 436 2844.

Flea Market Skyview
Drive-In Theater Paris,
Tenn. Hwy. 79 North Open
first Sat, of every month.

Trailer for rent Furnish
ecl or unfurnished Call
753 6200 after 5.00
Two bedroom trailer.
1135.00 a month, $75.00
deposit. Call 753 2906.
For rent: nice 2 bedroom
trailer, near Murray. No
pets! 489-2611.

30
BUSINESS RENTAL
amiosislIsmomme.
All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.
Building for rent 1200 sq
ft. suitable for a business
or office. 1916 Coldwater
Rd. former location of
•Bamboo Garden. Call
Tucker T.V. Sales 7532900 or 753 4524

Warehouse
Storage $pun
For Root
733-4738
32. APTS. FOR RENT
Furnished apartment.
One or two bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
753-6609.
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets!
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 5 3 bedlam gaits Iron
$165.00 per at Kan.
*capped wit. hely cow
stetted ceatal heat end air,
wooed. kitchen appliances.

OfIke Hairs

O. SPORTS EQUIPMEN

Submit resume complete with education
and job listing to:
Bob Perkins
Personnel Dept.

Holly Carburetor Div.
Colt Industries
P.O. Box 380
Paris, Tennessee 38242
An Equal Opportunity Emptoyer AVE

HOUR? 10
SETTLE FOR AN
AN

"OR 50"

The Pistol People: Invest
in a feeling of security,
largest variety, lowest
priced, no registration or
red tape in Kentucky
Country Boy Store, The
Army Surplus Folks, 9
miles west of
Hopkinsville junction of
Ky 164-117, Hours 8-5,
Sunday: 125, (502) 8855914.

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27 MOBIL
HOMES SALES

Remington model 700-243 12x65 1973 furnished,
central air. 759-1987.
gauge. 753-5074.
10 x 50 mobile home, two
Custom made rifle case, bedrooms. $1500.00 or
slings, leather clothing. best offer. Call 436-2332.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 759- 12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
9633.
condition. Two bedroom
and bath /
1
2. Fully
22. MUSICAL
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct 753-9104
or nights 753-1551.
TRY

BEFORE
YOU
BUY

YOU GET THE CAKE
OF SOAP
FIRST ,

So

your

wants

to

child

Quality built mo6Tle home
on one acre lot. Two
bedrooms with 14 x 16 added living room, 20 x 30
newly built garage.
Phone 753-4506.

take

12x60 gas mobile home,
two bedrooms $4000.00
firm 759-459Z Will con
sider trading for an acre
of land
Three bedroom double
wide mobile home on permanent foundation.•
Located on large shady
lot in Baywood Vista
Subd. near Ky. Lake. The
home has two baths, liv
753-7575
ing room, kitchen, dining
- room and central heat.
23. EXTERMINATING Also wood burning stove.
Ample storage space.
Priced reasonable Call
753:1721.

but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase
piano lessons

(M SS BLIPS, WILL
YOU COME GET
THESE BOXES?

CLAYTONS

9700-

12:00 Noes.
Nonhaeod Dr.
Norm, Er.
502-759.4984
Noinieg Opponenin

26. TV RADIO

skills and experience.

33. ROOMS FOR

P!'
TM
REAL ESTATE
753410110

Moving Sale - redwood
lawn furniture, three
chest stereo, plants, canning jars, quilt scrap and
many unique items. 420 S.
8th, Fri.& Sat., 9 a.m.

Nee lernieg

TOOL DESIGNER

HAPPY JUST TO BE
WITH HER FOR AN
HOUR OR SO

I HAVE
TWO

lobs, also !ight hauling
Phone 753 3810

15th Anniversary
Wallpaper Sale. Over
3,000 rolls in stock. Values
to $1395 single roll. Now
4.99 per single roll. Save
50 percent to 64 percent
off regular price. For
month of September only
pop a baloon and receive
an additional 10 to 50 per
cent discount on all stock Work at home jobs
wallpaper. The Sherwin available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
William Co.
50/-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.
Secretary good typing,
shorthand preferred, full
time Upward mobility,
Used musicial trEstrum..11i..
horns. drums. 11 ute 44.
salary open. Action Personnel 753-6532.
Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext.6062.
Plor9
Open 9 0 m to 8 p rn
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
7 5 3 'I! 1
Hostess; a needle craft
SALE
5, LOST & FOUND
demonstration - receive 15. ARTICLES FOR
1976 Honda 200 $350.00,
free
gifts
free
beautiful
Used 16 cu frfgeradaire, large rust full skin rabbit
Small red Dachshund
latch hook, em console stereo 436 2743.
answers to name of lessons in
jacket coat $180.00, sell
crossCharlie. Reward offered. broidery, counted
stitch and needle point. Stereo and table. 492-8204. for $80.00, used flute six
Ave.
near
Lost on Ryan
months cost $240.00, sell
Contact Lou Stroder at
campus. 753 7135 after
body for $90.00. 767-6105 after
Don't Miss Nikon FM Camera,
5024362842.
3:30.
with zoom lens plus ac 4:00.
out! Call Now! Today!
cessories. Call 7672828.
6. HELP WANTED
Attractive position for
Fall minnow headHardy chrysanthemums
Work at home jobs man or woman of neat ap cushion type, many col- quarters George's One
available! Substantial pearance and good ors. $3.95 to $4.95. Hoff stop Market. Pottertown
Hwy. near Wildcat open 6
earnings possible. Call character for pleasant man's Nursery 94 East
a.m.
504-641 8003 Ext. 1316 for work, no lay-offs. Earning Opportunity $250.00 to
information.
Firewood
WOOD HEATERS,.
$350 00 to start. AdvancePart-time night clerk at ment good benefits. Order now and burn deluxe cabinet, brick
motel. Send resume to Education or experience seasoned wood this winter lined fire box, cast iron
P.O. Box 1040 D, Murray, not necessary. Call 436-2758.
grates and doors, lift off
Ky. 42071.
Paducah 443-6460 between 16. HOME FUR N I SH I N Gscook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY!
Day waitress wanted. Ex- Ask for Mr. Miller.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
porWestinghouse
White
perienced only need appTenn.
dishwasher,
table
ly. Apply in person9 SITUATION
Wood burning stove with
WZj
oiTin
c2 avocado. Butcher block
Bentley Restaurant,
fan and jacket. 2/
1
2 years
dinette
$250.00.
Large
top.
Court Square Murray.
I want to do house clean- table, five chairs $150.00. old. 345-2135.
Baby sitter wanted for ing in the afternoon. 753- Call 759-4983.
People powered vehicle.
two preschool boys 8 6657.
Excellent condition. 753a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. in
Maple bed frame and 7370.
my home. Must be depen- Qualified nurses aid will refinished iron bed frame
dable and have own take care of elderly peo- with mattress and box
Shopping -working
transportation. Call 753- pie during the day. 759- springs. Two upholstered
mothers. Daycare Satur9263 2 p.m.-6 p.m. only!
1258 or 753-8694.
rockers, baby bed com- days - weekday afterplete. Rust 12 x 18 carpet. noons and evenings. Pre753-5074.
school children - toddlers.
Green floral couch, two 753-6988.
green chairs and a at
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
225 L. P. Miller St.(Across fres Conenenity teeter)
toman. Call 753-7947 or lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
Specializing in Senior Citizens
753-8182.
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
Haircuts $1.25
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
19. FARM EQUIPME
N7 Paris, Tenn.
Open Hours
Log spliter like new,three
Mon., Tees., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
point tractor hitch, heavy Lombard chain saws and
8-12753-3685
duty 18 x 4 ram for long or service. Stokes Tractor,
short firewood. I-beam industrial Rd.
For Appointment
construction with extra Firewood for sale. Call
heavy splitting edge. Call 436-2744 after 5 p.m.
753-3113 after 5 p.m.
Raggedy Ann dolls and
135 Massey Ferguson stuffed dolls for
tractor. Has two 16" Christmas. 753-8525. 1618
plows, disk, cultivator College Fm. Rd.
Interested candidate should have vocaand grader blade. Call Firewood seasoned oak
tional school training in drafting/design.
436-2555.
and hickory cut to order.
One to three years experience in a
John Deere wheat drill 16 Bulk rates available. 753manufacturing facility in tool
hole good condition. Call 7585 or 753 7300.
753-5499 or 753-9610.
design.Salary will be commensurate with

TELL HER YOU'D BE

5i4OULD 60
OVER AND TALK WITH
THAT LITTLE RED-HAIRED
EARL, CHARLIE BROWN

AUNT FRITZI---IT'S MY
BIRTH DAY---DO YOU
HAVE A

time Experience prefer
red but not necessary
Send resume to P 0 Box
10408
Needed personto do floor
maintenance, six nights
per week. $160.00 per
week plus advancement,
Murray area. Must have
a good working
knowledge of cleaning
chemicals & floor equip
ment. Sends resume to
3336 Hickory View Place,
Memphis, Tenn. 38115.

SPECIAL
SALE

The Owner reserves the night Ui reiect any and all bads and to
waive any anformabties therein

Complete Inventory or Buck
Stoves and
Related Products
Lowest Prices In State
Or Kentucky
Save 50% to 80% on
this years home
heating bills
Contact Calloway Co.
Agent Steve Combs
753-4718 after 4:00
p.m. or may be seen
at &Jed Stoves on

••••.

!Fill;111111:: Mil! X 310 jra'
s 24 MISCELLANEOUS
41. PUBLIC SALE
6. HELP WANTED g . smarm tim.41-f
28. MOBILE
37. LIVESTOCK
HOME
will
do
odd
RENTALS
Hanayman
SUPPLIES
Dental Assistant full
Two horse trailer g000

01 iCC illat

Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Pubhc Schaub'
of Education at the office of the Board. Murray . Kentucty . until 12 00 Noon D S.T , Thursday. October 15, 1901, for
Use furniatung of Labor, materials, *crows. and Nonplus/ reE
gan,
to furnish and install sturtn windows fur Robertson
School and Mscidle Schwa Arts Building, Murray,
y At the appointed time and place all proposals will be
pubhcly opened and read.

MENA

lb

•-••1..arisauer

2 NOTICE

soard

Antique City Mall Hwy 45
between Jackson & Hum ,
boldt, Tenn Housed in old
Fairview School building
81 dealers welcome you
Everybody welcome, dis
count to dealers Your
first visitNeill not be your
last! Closed only on Mon
day.

•

3L..441L.'M

NOTICE TO IMMO

•

••

a

RENT

Two bedrooms close to
hospital Deposit required. No pets! 753 7809.
Partially furnished.
Utilities included. 20
minutes walk from MSU.
Located 406 S. 6th. 7536988.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT

Yard Sale Fri. Oct. 2, 8-6.
Color tv., freezer, riding
mowers, lots of baby
equipment and clothes to
size 3 toddler (boys).
Mens and ladies clothes,
toys, lots of
miscellaneous items.
Take 94 East to Junction
280 then to Outland School
House Rd., 4th house on
left. Canceled if rains.
Ten party yard sale at 817
N. 19th Fri. & Sat., Oct. 2
& 3, 7-5 p.m. Have
clothing size toddlers
through adult, small appliances, drapes, movie
camera and some furniture. In case of rain will
be held following Fri. &
Sat.
Two party carport sale
Fri. & Sat. Children,
ladies & mens clothes.
Books, dishes, toys & furniture. 8th house past
radio tower on old 6-41
North.

Professions Seri ace,
St`att. The F nen dl Touch

WAKE UP WITH
A SMILE

In This beautiful
home in Canterbury. Graceful
styling and custom
quality can be seen
throughout this
lovely brick home.
Delightful floor
plan: 3 bedrooms,
den with fireplace,
formal living and
dining rooms, and
kitchen with cooking island, also has
economical heat
pump.Call today
for an appointment.

House for rent completely
furnished. Three
bedroom house in town to
reliable couple. Available Flea Market Calvary
now! Call 753-7317.
Temple parking lot. Two
miles out on 6/1 South
Three bedroom house Oct. 3rd, 7:00-???
Spaces
deposit.
Call
and
$350.00
available.
753-4502.
Four bedroom house near
MSU. Appliances, drapes,
carpeting. $350.00 a
month. Available Nov.
1st. 753-3006.

CHOICE
LOCATION
641 S. Newly listed
two lots (100x375'
each), only short
clistancefrom city.
Commercial or
building site. City
water available.

REDUCED $500

Three bedroom house for
rent at 1704 Calloway
Ave. Call 753-1385.
1 Bedroom furnished
house clean. Near university. Call 753-5310. Part of
utilities furnished.
1 Bedroom furnished
house, clean. Near
university. Call 753-5310.
Three bedroom home for
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 753
6156, 753-5945.

Older home with two hedreems, large Brim,
roam, kitchens. bath, dining mem mud Deft
room. Neese is approximetely fear mks from
town, has city water. SUOMI, ;16,000,

House for rent Panorama
Shores Dr. Three
iffter 4:30 P-M•
bedrooms, great room, Aillagaitor
newly redecorated. Call
for appointment, 1 924
5307 or 1 924-5421. $250.00
12 x 65 central heat & air, per month.
washer & dryer hook-up.
Excellent condition. Call House eight rooms, bath,
492-8120.
screened in back porch,
garden space, garage.
28. MOBILE
Been remodeled by City
HOME RENTALS
Community Development. Low income famlly
Newest innovation in fireFor rent 12 x 50 mobile wanted. Call 753-3685.
place inserts Triple wall
home, furnished, central
airtight plate steel conheat, near University. Two houses near
struction Cast iron doors
and solid brass decorative
Mobile Home Village, university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
trim are standard Unit inPhone 753-3895 after 5:00.
cludes a 550 CFm motor
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
-and decorator surround
10 x 55 trailer for rent
.
Equally popular ass firepa-5489.
place insert or free standThree bedroom home for
ing stove Available in
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 753sizes- 30 36 40
6156, 753-5945.
48

Good Looks and Fuel Efficiency!

New

HUTCH REBEL

Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control
now iI 1114

24 MISCELLANEOUS
Electric spate heaters.
759-4.515 after 5p.m.
COLONEL,CALL THE1
poucE CHIEF. TELL
1404 ',CURE SemoiNG
MR. WALKER *

Fireplace Insert

WALLIS DRUG'
*PRESCRIPTIONS •IRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAt SUPPUIES fOliRENT AND SALE
•liAO8141G MANE*Of COSMO TICS
etIOLUSTER °STOW PRODUCTS
'mats
ice,°Aron,00 Peril raplaro•ia. is (iii I

37. LIVESTOCK

SUPPLIES

One two horse trailer
Priced-10,--$014. --Call
daytime 753 5671, nights
753 3430.
Fat Jersey steers for
beef Call Coldwater, 489
2525

•••••••••••••••••••-•••
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BEST COPY
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1 , Kv.. LEDGER & TIMES. Srdnroday, Septemtwr 30, 1941

n4
41
16tM
43. REAL ESTATE

BUDGET
PLEASER
Keep warm
economically this
winter in this cozy
2 bedroom
bungalow located
on quiet, no outlet
street. Very low
year-round utility
bills, for t,'•,tfie cool
nights, 2ckering
firepla c„Radds just
lthe right touch for
'comfort and at.
mosphere. Attached 1 -car
garage and
beautifully landscaped,shaded lot.
Offered at $34,600
through Kopperud
Realty,711 Main in
Murray.
CUSTOM
BUILT
By one of the best
builders in the
area. Two or three
bedroom,s two
marble and
ceramic baths
central heat and
air. A large
recreation or family room wthat
would hold the
longed for pool
table. Located
about 6 miles northwest of Murray.
Phone 753-1222
Kopperud Realty.

7timmn.......aimm
3. REAL ESTATE43 REAL ESTATE
SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes you can!
There ore alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
4 methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financing methods. .
methods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property.
. methods
available to you.

s
LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS
1200 Sycagrnote
.
040.81. ...•nttacky 42011
ISM 153-1492

40 acre farm, half mile from'
town on 94 East. six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate,
4451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.

753-

i`
REAL ESTATE
753-6010
Protessinna Sees tees
itt, The F nen cll. Touch'

Appraisals - Counciling - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

MOVE IN TODAY
Five miles fro
Murray on 1
acres, 2 bedroom
bath, nice livin
room, eat in kit
chen, outsid
storage. Check i
out at 626,500.
ACREAGE ON N.
16TH EXT.
Appr. 40 Acre
about 25 acres ten
dable. This is part
ly wooded-ideal fo
subdivision. Appr.
1,600 ft. road frontage. For more information call 7538080.

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement 4,000 sq ft
finished
Home or business for
rent call
Sweet Waldrop
Is Estate
Redo lefVe
Comer
711-1717

X
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HOME
Quality 3 bedroom
brick home on
large, beautifully
landscaped lot in
xcellen t
neighborhood.
Features include
living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and builtin music system,
formal dining
room,family room
and extra large 2car garage. Home
has been recently
redecorated
throughout. Of
fered at the reduced price of $65,000,
Immediate occupancy. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty For complete real estate
service.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced tract
near KY Lake.
Situated
beautifully with E
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do some great
relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes with the
property. Price
just lowered to
610,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone any
member of the
Kopperud Realtyl
Home Team at 7531=2 for all the
details.

rowan

Pv

hoserence &
Noel Estete
Sentliskle(sort Sq.
Marruy, Kentucky
753-4451

We manage Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee.

/
12 c,.
1 Cf.

130 ACRES
130 acre farm with

You'll like our Service.

Modern three bedroom
home, two baths, 58 acres
of land, Stanley Martin
home place located threequarters of mile off
Highway 121 on Old
Murray-Paris Road, 38
acres tillable land, 7
acres pasture, 10 acres
woodland, 3 acres
wasteland. If interested
send inquires to P.O. Box
230, Murray, Kentucky or
call 753-2633. Crop land
and residence under 12
months lease. Priced in
low eighties.

attractive 2
bedroom home
and several oui
buildings only
miles southeast of
Murray.Acreage
includes approx
imately 55 tendable acres. Being
sold to settl
estate. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real
service in Real
Estate.
MOBILE HOME
ON 2 ACRES
Located near Kentucky Lake, this 2
acre tact looks
like a private
park, and the two
bedroom mobile
home is in excellent condition,
offered at 615,000
through Kopperud
Realty, Phone 753-

PROPHITY MANAGEMiNT

REAL ESTATE
753-60110
Predesslona Sees tees
Matt The F nen& s Touch'

WHY PAY
RENT
701 Vine St. - this
newly decorated,
newly carpeted 2
b.r. home has 2
fireplaces, one in
living room, one in
Rec. Room in
basement, central
gas floor furnace,
air conditioning,
draperies include d . Walking
distance to
hospital,
downtown, shopping. New exterior
siding. Owner loss
your gain at
$26,900.
This newly listed
home offers size,
quality and location all at a
reasonable price!
Brick veneer, 4 extra large.
bedrooms, with
huge closets, 2 full
baths, den with
fireplace, big kitchen dinnette,
central gas heal
and ail- conditioning.
Located in
Bagwell Manor
near shopping. An
unusually good
home at only
$66,900.00.

4284.
House for sate furnished
or unfurnished, carpet
throughout, 2 large bedrooms
and large living
room. Dining room,
kitchen, bath room,
utility room and built in
car garage. 11/2 blocks
from M.S.U. Look it over
and give me a bid. No real
estate brokers please. 206
S. 15th, 759-4702.

FHA home and lot. Three
80
Level lake lot in Pine bedroom brick, lot size
Bluff Shores, Calloway ft. x 177 ft., with outside
shed. Assumable
County. 1850.00. Call 753- storage
loan, only one year old. In
8014.
county close to school
Can be seen at Scenic
45. FARMS FOR SALE Acres Subd. off of Hwy.
280. $33,500.00 or can call
For rent, lease, or sale. 80 753-4037.
acre cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for 47. MOTORCYCLES
sale. Call 753-0662.
1 9 7 5350 Honda
combination road and
46. HOMES FOR SALE trail bike. Excellent
condition. Call 43 72744.

All Diamond
Earrings
& Others

1/2
Price

1971 Chevrolet truck
$950.00. Call 47.48041 or
474-2344.

48. AUTO SERVICES
Voikswagon, Opal,

51 CAMPERS
1976 GMC Midas motor
home 22 ft. long, excellent
condition. Sleeps six,
$9000.00. Call 247-4170
after 5:30

Boils-Up & %Milos
References. All work
g 00000 teed. free
Isfiefes. Cal 751-1151
er 753-115$) _

Automobile machanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Call 437-4546.

Guttering by Sears. Sears ALCOA ALUMINUM
continuous gutters install SIDING or vinyl siding
ed per your specifica- and trim. Aluminum trim
tions. Call Sears 753 2310 for brick houses. Jack
Glover 753-1873.
for free estimate.
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned from your driveway.
Industrial, residential, or
commercial, 24 hour service. Call 7535933.

Misner's Clean-up Service. Yards, basement,
garage, clean up and odd
jobs. Call 753-8600.

MOBILE HOME
General home and mobile ANCHORS underpinning,
home repair 15 years ex roof's sealed, patio awnperience. Carpentry and ings, and house type roofs
concrete, plumbing, roof for mobile homes. 753ing, siding
Free 1873. Jack Glover.
estimates No job to
55. FEED & SEED
small Days 474-2359,
Arthur wheat-seed. Call
nights and weekends 474
435-4429.
2276.

14 Kt.
Charms

Ladies 7
Diamond
Cluster

All 14 Kt.
Chains

1/2
1/2..

Reg. 6159.00
Now

Price

$5900

Now

5487'

Price

1978 Jeep Renegade CJ 7
low mileage. 753-4647
after 6:00 p.m.

1975 Kawasaki 400 See at
626 N. 4th St , old 641
North.

Price

Mpg. $875

1/2

,406

PORDONS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

1973 international farm
truck 14 ft flat bea price
$2850)0. Call 753 8061
80 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels,
custom paint and cap
tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
Reply to 753-5014.

Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

Toyota etc
Batteries,
tires, radiators, many
more parts 4742325 after
4p.m._

3i
.ERVICES OFFERED

ROOFING

1979 Y2-80 also 1977 GT-80.
Call 753-6546 after 4 p.m.

A sunny VA loan locked in
101
/
2 percent. Three
bedroom brick, family
room with fireplace, 1 1,7
bath, closed garage, fenced in back yard, neat and
clean, good location.
$4500.00 down and a sunny
tpan. Call 753-5562.

BOATS & MOTORS

SOUSED TRUCKS

1980 Yamaha YZ-250. Call
759-4712 after 6 p.m.

Modern two unit brick
town home equipped with
energy efficient heat
pump, all appliances
Small down payment,
111
/
2 percent financing
753 -5791, 759 1074, 753
2649.

AUTO SERVICES

JEWELERS
MANUFACTURER'S
CLOSE OUT
Reg.'33.00

All
Wedding Bands
& Wedding Sets

1

New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances. Must
sell. $30,000. Call 489-2670.

New houses in Canterbury. Owner financing
with 255 at 14 percent interest. 753-3672.

311
0
I
)
R
M

Toy Lee
Burnett
Loa',

Four bedroom house in
Lynn Grove with 2 acres.
House needs repair. 435-

410

THIS IS IT!!

While They Last
14 Kt.
Serpentine
Chains
5 125

R*9'
437248"

HOME AND

a

years experienced
Reynolds Garage now Attention winter crappie 30
carpenter work Also, flue
open! All major and fishermen. Several new
building Call 436 2253
minor autornative repair and used crappie boats at
Open six days a week 8 winter prices. See at Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
a.m. ??? Hwy. 121 South Darnell Marine 91 East.
Sears For free estimates
in Murray
302
in
outboard
ft
21
call 753 2310
engine 188 hp, stereo. 7530738.
49 USED CARS
Carpet Cleaning Clean
23 ft Cruiser. 759 1987 odor free carpet, last
longer and smells better
1979 Toyota Carole 4 after 5 p m
For free estimates call
speed excellent condition,
26,000 miles. Call after 5 Uhdifk....,RVICES OFFER ECtiett's Carpet Cleaning,
753-9826. Experienced and
p.m. 753-7419.
reliable
Aluminum Service CO.,
1973 Maverick 302, V 8,
aluminum
and vinyl Concrete and blocks and
needs engine work. Has
new snow tires $350.00.
siding, custom trim brick. Basements,
driveways, sidewalks and
Call 4362531 after 6:30
work. References Call storm
cellars 20 years
p.m.
Will Ed Bailey 753- experience and free
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass
estimates. 753-5476.
0689.
Supreme extra sharp. 7594515 after 5 p.m.
Professional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides.
1979 Buick Regal. Call
Grovel, Sandi
Cornmercial or
382258.4.
residential. Call Tremon
redonici Lime an
Farris. 759 1987.
1979 Mustang with air, all
irt 753-4776
power, AM FM 8 !rack P & D Lawn Service Mow
stereo, low mileage, ex
ing, small tree and hedge K & K Stump Removal.
cellent condition
Call trimming. Free Do you need stumps
after 5:00 p.m. 753 9957.
removed from your yard
Estimates 436-2997
or land cleared of
1964 Chevelle V 8, CARPET CLEANING. stumps? We can remove
automatic, $1000.00. Call Free estimates. Satisfied stumps up to 24- below
references. Vibra Vac the ground, leaving only
489 2487.
steam or quick dry clean- sawdust and chips. Call
1976 Mercury Monarch ing. LEE'S CARPET for free estimate, Bob
local, one owner, four CLEANING,753 5827
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
doors, automatic, power
Kemp, Jr. 435 4319.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
and air. 489 2285.
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
SAWDUST
1977 Olds Delta, 2
Reasonable 436 2566.
door, locally owned
Extra large truck load
APPLIANCE SERVICE Delivered. Call after 5
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL, p.n. 901-642-7067.
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience, Bobby All your plumbing and air
Hopper, Bob's Appliance conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
Service 203 S. 5th St. 753
roofing and concrete. All
4872 or 753 8886.
W Moan
753 5315
work done to satisfaction.
Fence sales at Sears now, 753-9822.
1973 VW Bug for sale. Call
Call Sears 753 2310 for
767 4787.
free estimate for your Bur-Dot Ceramics. Open
9:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
1975 Buick Limited, 63,000 reeds.
Monday Friday. Classes
miles. $1095.00. 753-9710.
and supplies. 474-2708.

Home for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
so ft living area. Fully
carpeted Phone Paducah
before 5 00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5.00 p.m. 5517580 Ask for Ken Adams.

usr*

Ladies 7
Diamond
Clusters
INg.'250

46 HOMES=7
2 SAL .

NEW
11
/
2 story brick, 2100
sq. ft. of living space, 2
acres. Brown's Grove
area. only $38,000.

f
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We Will Also
Buy
and

Free Gift
To
First 100
Purchasers

Silver

Values Up To *38.00

Scrap Gold

Larg• Sitletction

Ruby, Saphire,

1/2
Price

Murtay, Ky.

Olympic Plaza

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon: October 1, 2, 3,4,5
Sat. 9-9, Sun. 10-6, Mon. 9-9
FIVE DAYS ONLY, WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

I. ., -, or..- -... -....--.0. •• .0.Ammis..........0....0...eampirropgar-...sep..............-----
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AVAILABLE
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All

Gents Rings

Gold8Silver,Inc.

. '
'

Large Selection
To Choose From

Emerald and
Birthstone
Rings

1 /2
Price

- -••• w-
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Legislators Unhappy About Program
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Several state
legislators are unhappy
with the way the state
handled a program last
year to help low-income
citizens meet winter fuel
bills.
Rep. Dexter Wright, RLouisville, charged Tuesday that the Home
Energy Cost Assistance
Program, which is 100
percent federally funded,
was one of the most abused he had ever seen.

"I feel we should
abolish the whole program," said Wright, who
has been an outspoken
critic of the program.
The Joint Interim Committee on Energy didn't
se,that far. But it did
adipt a resolution TueslitiP urging the state
Department for Human
Resources to implement
stricter controls over the
program, including
paying only for the cost of
fuel.
The committee voted to

Wild a request to state
Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo
also urging that rands go
only to the ttliely needy,
with preference given to
people facing an
emergency situation.
Wright charged that
many people did not use
the money for fuel bills,
people who were not
needy got checks and
many people living in
public housing projects
where they do not pay
utility bills received
money.
Rep. Jerrytronger, DLouisville, said many of
his constiuients who live
that hour through Friday, in public housing projects
Oct. 9.
cashed the checks at local
Bulle is presently serv- liquor stores instead of
ing as district superinten- using them on fuel bills.
John Cubine, deputlY
commissioner of the
Bureau for Social Insurance, said he feels his
department did a good
job of administering the
program, but was
restricted by federal
guidelines.
Cubine said most of
those restrictions have

Bulle Will Speak
SPECIAL BALLET - The Murray Civic Music Association (MCMA treated
city and county students, kindergarten through sixth grade, to a special presentation Monday of the Louisville Ballet. The ballet company had opened the
MCMA season Sunday. Carter School students in Barbara Wildey's class included (from left Greg Milton, Hughron Payne and Chad Turner.

Dr. Frank H. Bulle will
be the guest preacher for
the annual revival services at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church to start Sunday,
Oct. 4, at 7:30 p.m., and
continue each evening at

Opponents Of Statewide Banking
Win First Round; Changes On Way
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky..
(AP) - Opponents of
statewide banking have
won their round on the
legislative committee
level, but have been told
to prepare for drastic
changes in the financial
structure.
The Subcommittee on
Banks and Industrial
Loans approved a resolution Tuesday calling for
retention of the current
system of banking in
Kentucky.
However, Rep. Bruce
Blythe, R-Louisville, the
chairman, said
legislators would have to

consider in the next few
months
the vast
impact" of pending
federal legislation on
bankiag and financial
institutions.
"No longer will we be
able to keep the status
quo in this state," Blythe
said. "The 1 9 8 2
legislature will have to
adjust to the new federal
rules."
Opponents of statewide
or branch banking all but
won an earlier important
victory when Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. said his administration will not push
for changes.
However, the governor
told a statewide bankers'

convention a couple of
weeks ago that he remains "very strong for
statewide banking."
Until then, statewide
banking had been expected to become a prime
issue in the next General
Assembly.
Kentucky forbids a
bank from establishing a
branch in a city other
than the one in which its
principal office is located
if there is an existing
bank in that city.
Also, a bank cannot
branch in any unincorporated araa within a
one-mile radius of an existing bank in the unincorporated area.

Your discount parts supermart

•

•
•

6.99
Foreign brake shoes

7.99
Foreign brake

pads

• 16.99
•
• Mufflers
•
•

19.95
Starters
klern.InuAu.A.red for -James-he Cdr5 Pot
- N
.
.,
,cltinge 1 yr wamenik

Car 411 truck parts...save 10-50%

54E35
d.

- 1.50
rebate

39.95
ONIEN7
4IGmonth gmetwara>
INflay Ay Agee SIM:*
elm imeiseige

1.99

.57

Pan bolts
Ou, --eg 299

quer,

Elotercraft 10W40 neater on
Low 5 quails

369
ancl 399 fen De 's
Keep a spare

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

2.27

1.99

Newalarnpo

ACE air Raw
Reg 299
349

Be sale uct
Samna needle"-a
be a E.

Co,
most dornesl,c ca,-s
I'm,/ 2

.99
SIP earls alaniter
In 13-0z can I•nwr

SIP angina dogreasow
In 16-oz can L,nul 2

Paw funnel
Handy long neck funnel
to,Mose harts to "each
places Irma 2

Hours: Mon-Sat8 a.m. til 8 p.m.
wqrAlg

42r,

The Subcommittee on
Banks and Industrial
Loans conducted three
informational conference
on proposed statewide
banking innthe past few
months.
It also sent a questionnaire to all 344 banks in
Kentucky to ask their
views onnstatewide banking - in particular,
allowing cross-county
branching or multibank
holding companies.
The results, disclosed
at the subcommittee
meeting Tuesday, show
90 percent opposed to
statewide branch banking, 83 percent against
adjacent-county branch
banking and 86 percent
opposed to a branch
within certain regions of
Kentucky.
Tme vote against
multibank holding companies was comparatively closer - 66 percent
against and 31 percent in
favor.
Bank holding companies are business corporations owning nearly
all voting shares of their
affiliated banks and
financial subsidiaries.
A multibank holding
fcrm controls two or
more banks. State law
permits one-bank holding
companies, but not
multibank holding
companies.
The approved resolution said that the current
system of banking "aids
economic development
by enabling persons in all
✓ egions ofnthe
commonwealth tonacquire needed banking services." It urged banks
toostrengthen the
system.
Some of the pro and con
arguments were repeated
during the subcommittee
session.
Statewide banking advovates have said among
other things that
economic growth would
result from changes in
the system.
They argued that
multibank holding companies are needed to compete with savings and
loan associations, credit
unions and money
market funds.
Opponents contended
that power and wealth
could be concentrated in
certain areas, that prices
would rise for bank services and that the stock of
smaller independent
banks would be cut by
half because of
competition.

Club Raided;
Madisonville

2.99

.99
aldlory
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RAC Ilerelng Wet

NNW
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S
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MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - A Madisonville
man has been charged
with illegal possession of
liquor for resale after a
police raid on a club near
the city.
James Charles
Vickery, 39, is scheduled
go _ appear °cu. lo
Hopkins Circuit.Court to
answer the charge, according to Sgt. Tommy
Loving of the Kentucky
State Police post at
Madisonville.
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Dr.Frank H.Bulk
dent of the Paris District
(which includes Calloway
County) of the Memphis
Conference of The United
Methodist Church. He
received a Bachelor of
Arts degree from Lambuth College and Master
of Divinity and Doctor of
Ministry degrees from
Vanderbilt University.
He has served as pastor
of First United Methodist
Church, Covington,
Tenn., First United
Methodist Church, Milan,
Tenn., and other churches in west Tennessee.
Dr. Bulk has served as
chairman of various
agencies of the Memphis
Conference and was
elected as a delegate to
the 1980 General and
Jurisdictional Conferences of The United
Methodist Church. He
and his wife, Betty
Grace, and their
children, Cathy, Carolyn,
and Sam, live in Paris,
Tenn.
Everyone is invited to
attend these revival services. A nursery will be
provided for infants and
small children. The
church is located
southwest of Murray on
Highway 783. Dr. Paul
Blankenship is the
pastor.
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he said cuts in Congress
could reduce the amount
to around $17.5 million.
He said up to 10 percent
of that money could be
tra?!sreltco other social
se
e b k grants, up
to 5 per nt diverted to
weatheritation programs
and up to 10 percent used
for administration.
Cubine warned there
will not be enough money
to cover all who need it
and also said any income
guidelines will not please
everyone.
"No matter where you
set it, there will be people
who are too high or too
low," he said.
Cubine said the state is
looking closely at limiting
most of the money to
crisis situations and making the payments in
either two-party checks,
where the utility would
also have to endorse the
check, or directly to the
provider of the fuel.
He said certain
amounts will probably be
allocated to various
sections of the state to insure a wider distribution.
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been removed under the
new federal block grant
program. He said Kentucky is free to set up its
own program this year
with few federal controls.
"There will be more
flexibility this year,"
Cubine said.
He said the department
should have its initial
plan for distributing the
energy assistance funds
ready for review by the
committee within 10
days.
A unique public hearing
on the plan will be held
Oct. 26 over the Kentucky
Educational Television
Network.
Cubine said the department has never tried that
approach, but feels it will
be as effective as the 10
public hearings it held
around the state last year
while costing less money.
The one-hour program,
which will allow the
public to call in questions,
will air at 8 p.m. est.
Cubine said Kentucky's
current allocation of
fluids is expected to be
$24.5 million. However,
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$2.00 OFF

any large pizza
12th & Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
759-4646

Or $1.00 OFF
the next
smaller size.
Homemade tame . .
it's baked into every
Pima Hut° pa.right
here in your own horn*
town. Aaahh.
me..swab yellempft•• .•3••

One coupon per party per visit al
participatind PIUS Hut
restaurants

Offer good nob

:.ar maw
Prices Through Oct 13th, 1981
Z. MI Mir lb& lor.

WWWWlimismrasumftlio.....

SAVE

SAVE- SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
-

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 9-29 thru 10-5

...Potatoes
69

Chefway Pure Vegetable

Oil

3 Lb. White Onions 69`

1 69

480z.

Garden Club Salad

Bush's

Dressing

Fresh Purple Hull
or Blackeye Pease.

69 4
voi,„Gr; Eggs
.SAVE
72
Pepsi
32 Oz.

Cans For

1

Colonial

Snack Cakes
Cino. Rolls or Hooey Buns

Doz._

Mt. Dew
orDr. re per
-

Thers.&7

8 Pac
160z.
Plus Deposit

$1 00

Reg. 39'

For

1 48

Across From Murray Drivela
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

